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Abstract

Compelling evidence for the existence of a fragmented superbubble above W4 that may

be in the process of evolving into a chimney has been found. High latitude extension

fields above the W3/!V4I!V5 star forming region have been processed at both 1420 and

408\\/Hz (21 and 74 em) Stokes I total power as well as Stokes Q and U polarization.

These observations reveal an egg-shaped structure with morphological correlations

between our data and the Hc¿ data of Dennison, Topasna & Simonetti (1997, ApI 474

L31) as well as evidence of breaks in the continuous structure. Assuming an estimated

distance of 23 kpc, the egg structure measures -165 pc wide and extends -240 pc above

the mid-plane of the Galaxy. In addition the polarized intensity images show

depolarization extending from W4 up the walls of the superbubble providing strong

evidence that the observed continuum and Hcr emissions are at the same distance as the

W4 region.

A temperature spectral index map indicates that there are no high energy losses in the

region via synchrotron emission. This implies that energetic cosmic rays retain sufficient

energy to escape into the Galactic halo. In addition the rotation measure in the region has

been calculated allowing an estimate of the line of sight magnetic field (Bù in the region

to be determined. We find Btt:9 * 8 pG assuming a wall thickness of 20 pc or B¡¡: 13 *

11 pG assuming a wall thickness of 10 pc and directed towards the observer.
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In addition, some interesting features appearing in the polarization and 408 MHz datasets

are examined. These features are not likely related to the W4 superbubble.
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1: Goals and Motivation

In section 1.1 the structure of the Milky Way Galaxy and its halo are

described. The W4 chimney is introduced and the possible role it may play

in creating some of our Galaxy's structure is explored. Section 1.2

describes the previous research on W4 and in section 1.3 outstanding

questions surrounding the W4 chimney candidate are presented and our

methods of investigating these questions are summarized.

1.1 lntroduction to disk-halo interaction

Acquiring a detailed understanding of Galactic structure and kinematic behaviour is one

of the important endeavours in astronomy today since it leads to an understanding of the

evolution of galaxies in general. Our own Milky Way Galaxy provides a unique

opportunity to study the structure in much more detail than is offered by other galaxies

due to their great distances from us. The current picture of our Galaxy consists of a thin

disk and central bulge containing luminous stars and a thicker disk containing a more

diffuse distribution of stars. Accompanying the stars in the disk are dust, hot ionized gas,

and cooler, neutral atomic and molecular gases that emit at radio wavelengths. The disk is

embedded in a spherical distribution of stars, globular clusters, cosmic rays and diffuse,

hot gas with highly ionized particles (CIV, SiIV, NV) (Nqrmandeau & Basu 1999) as
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well as X-ray emission. When away from the plane of the disk, this distribution is

referred to as the halo.

The Sun is located at a Galæctocentric radius of about 8.5 kpc (Binney & Merrifield

1998). The visible disk extends 4 to 6 kpc beyond our Sun (see Figure 2-10 for a plan

view schematic diagram of part of our Galaxy) while the HI disk has a Galactocentric

radius of -21 kpc @inney & Menifield 1998). Most neutral hydrogen gas is near the

Galactic plane. Lockman, Hobbs, & Shull (1986) estimate that the HI nearest the mid-

plane has a vertical Gaussian distribution with o, : 135 pc. There is a tail to this

distribution that can be characterised by an exponential density drop off with a scale

heightt of -500 pc (Lockman et al. 1986). Dickey & Lockman (1990) characterise the HI

as a combination of two Gaussians and an exponential. The total distribution has a

FWHM of 230 pc. The consensus is that the halo begins to dominate above 500 pc and is

characterized by a scale height of -3 kpc Q{ormandeau & Basu 1.999, and references

therein) with the bulk of the diffr¡se ionized gas being contained within the "Reynolds

Layer" which extends up to about I kpc above the mid-plane (R.eynolds 1991).

In order to produce ionized particles, the gas in the halo must have a temperature of at

least tens of thousands of Kelvin or in the case of the X-ray emission, millions of degrees.

Since the typical cooling time for this hot gas is of the order 106 or 107 years (Norman &

Ikeuchi 1989), there must be some energy input to the halo to explain why the hot gas has

not cooled in the Galaxy's 13 billion year history.

' Scale height in general is used to mean the height at which the density drops by a factor of l/e.
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Theorists suggest that supemovae andlor winds from massive stars existing in clusters

confined to the disk produce bubbles in the interstellar medium which expand and burst

out of the Galactic disk producing collimated outflows of UV photons and cosmic rays to

the Galactic halo (Norman & Ikeuchi 1989). A singular massive star may produce a

bubble while a group of massive O and B type stars may produce a superbubble. A single

star bubble would have scales on the order of tens of parsecs (Chu, Gruendl & Guerrero

2003) whereas superbubbles have typical scales of 100-1000 pc and typical energies of

10sa ergs (Norman & Ikeuchi 1989). As a superbubble expands, it will eventually reach a

point where it fragments and bursts resulting in a chimney (de Avillez & Berry 2001 and

references therein, eg. Tomisaka & Ikeuchi 1986) (Figure l-1). Burst bubble walls or

cavities in atomic hydrogen that act as conduits for these outflows. In addition, it is

predicted that these conduits should have twisted, toroidal magnetic field lines running

roughly parallel to the Galactic plane (Norman & Ikeuchi 1989).

Theoretical predictions estimate that there should be many more disk-halo conduits than

have so far been identified. Estimates of the number of conduits range from 1000

(Norman & Ikeuchi 1989) to between 50 and 100 (ÉIeiles etal.1996). Although only four

or five chimney candidates have been identified observationally (Normandeau & Basu

1999; McClure-Griffiths et al. 2000), this particular energy transport mechanism is the

most widely accepted. One such candidate is an unusual, cone shaped void observed in

neutral hydrogen (Normandeau 1996) above the star cluster OCI 352 and the discrete
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radio sourc e,W42.In Normandeau's (1996) data this void did not appear to be closed at

the top and so was nicknamed the "W4 Chimney".

In theory, chimneys require the existence of an energy source at the base to create the

initial bubble and to power the outflow. The only known phenomena that would produce

sufficient energy are supernovae or the combined winds of several supermassive O or B-

type stars and the chimney formation theories suggest all such regions should be blowing

chimneys. In the case of the chimney candidate, W4, it is proposed that the region has

been evacuated of HI by the winds of 9 O-type stars (Normandeau, Taylor and Dewdney

1996,hereafterNTD96) that are part of the open cluster OCl352.In this case the stellar

wind scenario is favoured since the cluster seems too young to have had any supernovae

occur and that the energy output of the winds appears to be sufficient to account for the

void. Estimates of the age of OCI 352 runge from 1.3-2.5 Myr @ennison, Topasna and

Simonetti 1997,hercafter DTS97 and references therein) to 3.7-4.3 Myr (NTD96).

Using Hc¿ observations, Dennison et al. @TS97) suggest that the region above W4 is not

a chimney, but rather a superbubble. The picture of a superbubble is that of a low density

cavity which is ionized on the inside due to ionizing radiation from the stellar winds of

O-type stars and which is bounded by a thin HI shell (Tenorio-Tagle &, Bodenheimer

1988, de Avillez & Berry 2001). OCl352 is positioned at the base of the superbubble

observed by DTS97 and referred by them as "SC" (see Figure 4-Z).However the DTS97

2 W4 was first identified by Westerhout (1958) in his "survey of the Continuous Radiation fiom the

Galactic System at a Frequency of 1390 Mc/s", hence the "W" designation.
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F'igure 1-1: Cartoon drawing showing the evolution of a superbubble into a chimney. A spherical bubble

begins to be blown around an OB association (top left) due to their combined winds or supemova

events. The bubble continues to expand spherically (top right) until it grows to where its radius is of

the order of the Galactic scale height (Tenorio-Tagle & Bodenheimer 1988) at which point the

expansion in the vertical direction begins to accelerate (bottom left). As it expands further, the

density ofthe ISM becomes so tenuous and the expansion accelerates to the point where the top of

the bubble becomes unstable and fragments, resulting in a chimney (bottom right).
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data suffers from substantial vignetting at the field edges that could possibly lead the eye

to seeing a bubble shape where none exists (see Figure 3-1,2). This makes corroboration

from other datasets desirable.

Additional high latitude observations were obtained at the Dominion Radio Astrophysical

Observatory @RAO) by M. Normandeau (private communication) extending to b : 9o,

or about 360 pc at an assumed distance of 2.3 kpc which extends above o : 135 pc of the

Gaussian HI distribution and extends well into the exponential component (see earlier

this section). These observations include atomic hydrogen spectral line data as well as

radio continuum and radio polarization data. Some analysis has been done on the spectral

line data by M. Normandeau þrivate communication), but her continuum and

polarization data had yet to be fully analysed for evidence supporting or refuting the

theory that this structure is a chimney. Such supporting evidence in the continuum and

polarization datasets would include morphological features suggestive of collimated gas

outflow, features in polarization suggestive of magnetic field lines parallel to the Galactic

plane, or a spechal index suggestive of convective cosmic ray transport. In this thesis the

radio continuum and polarization datasets are explored.

1.2 Previous research on W4

The W3/W4/TV5 region, a star forming complex in Cassiopeia at a distance of -23 kpc

(Normandeau 2000), was chosen as the pilot project for the Canadian Galactic Plane

Survey (CGPS) Qrlormandeau 1996). This survey used the Synthesis Telescope at the
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Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory (DRAO) (Landecker et al. 2000). The CGPS

data includes neutral hydrogen spectral line observations at 1420 MHz as well as radio

continuum observation s at 1420 MFIz and 408 MHz (see Chapter 3 for details).

Normandeau et al. (NTD96) describe the unusual void apparent in the neutral hydrogen

data above (i.e. towards the North Galactic Pole) W4 that has become known as the W4

Chimney. However, the CGPS data has an extent of 5o latitude, or -200 pc at our adopted

distance of 2.3 kpc, above the plane of the Galaxy which is not sufficient to define a

boundary for the region above 'W4. The void is visible in Figure 1-2 which includes

recently acquired data extending up to a latitude of -8o. Figure 1-3 is a schematic

diagram of the region that labels many of the features visible in the HI data (Figure 1-2)

in addition to features visible in the other datasets and which will be discussed later in

this thesis.

As one can see in Figure 1-3, the region is complex and contains much more than just

W4. However the other objects in the region show little evidence of contributing to the

observed HI void. The very young, compact HII region, W3, shows no indication that it

has an expanding HI shell or that it is disturbing its surroundings (Normandeau 1996). Its

stars are still embedded in the surrounding molecular cloud and there is little evidence of

associated HI except as a strong absorption feature. The W5 region is excited the cluster

OCI 364 and although it is likely at a similar distance from the sun as W3 and W4, there

does not appear to be any evidence that there is significant interaction between the

regions (Normandeau 1996). The supernova remnant, HB3, is thought to be locate d at a
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distance just slightly further than W3 (Normandeau 1996). Thus it is thought that W3,

W5, and IIB3 do not contribute to the observed HI deficiency above W4.

A gas outflow may be suggested in the morphology of the region. The low latitude data

shows a "v" shaped filament in neutral hydrogen (see Figure l-2 and Figure 1-3) with a

counterpart in molecular CO. The material has a velocity gradient suggesting it is moving

up and towards the observer and may be indicative of outflow (NTD96). There is also a

"spur" of neutral hydrogen visible in the high latitude neutral hydrogen datathatextends

from -(134.15o, 6.083") to -(134.175,7.25) (1.{ormandeau 2000) and that may suggest an

outflow.

Reynolds, Sterling and Haffner (2001) have observed a very large loop in Ho data from

the Wisconsin Hc¿ Mapper (WHAM) extending to -30o, or 1200 pc at our adopted

distance of 2.3 kpc, above the Galactic plane (Figure 1-4) which is well into the halo. The

base of this loop is roughly coincident with the W4 region (see Figure 1-4), the velocities

are consistent with the velocities of the HI void and the OB cluster at the base of the void

is a possible energy source for blowing out the loop. These observations lead the authors

to suggest that this large loop is actually a blowout from the 'W4 region. The DRAO

continuum data for latitudes >4o has been analysed in this thesis in order to confirm this

relationship or to provide other suggestive morphological features.

Evidence presented by DTS97 contends that the region above W4 is not a chimney, but

rather a superbubble. They claim the region appears to be a closed superbubble observed
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in ionized hydrogen emission. They also suggest that the ionizing radiation from the

cluster is mostly contained within a region that is relatively close to the cluster. They

calculate the expected intensity in the upper limb of the superbubble to be -5 times

greater than the measured value. To explain this deficiency they claim that two small

molecular CO clouds, near the cluster, immediately above a small loop of ionized gas

surrounding the cluster, trap the gas and allow only a small amount to escape. The upper

filament of the loop is labeled as point "O" in Figure 4-2.

According to DTS97, the radiation that does escape ionizes the observed superbubble and

thus does not escape from the region and does not contribute to the diffuse ionized

Reynolds layer. However, the Hø data used to reach these conclusions suffers from

artefacts and will therefore be reanalysed in the context of newly available data at other

wavelengths in an effort to determine if a superbubble does exist. Also, if a superbubble

exists that is not completely impermeable, we expect to find evidence for both outflow

and some containment.

Terebey et al. (2003) suggest that the extinction correction applied to the DTS97 data

may be too large and that fewer photons are trapped than Dennison et al. suggest. After

examining the DRAO 1420 l,lfrlz and IRAS 60 and 100 pm datasets for the region

immediately suruounding OCI 352, they find 40Yo + l6yo of the ionizing photons are

allowed to escape to >60 pc above the cluster. Their conclusion is that these photons

contribute to the ionization of the diffuse ionized gas and the upper Galactic halo.
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The Hcr superbubble observed by DTS97 was modeled by Basu, Johnstone and Martin

(1999, hereafter BJM99) using a simple 2D model of a shock wave propagating in an

atmosphere which has an exponential drop-off in the vertical direction. This model is

known as the Kompaneets approximation. Basu et al. (BJM99) assume that the expansion

takes place through a continuous energy input via the stellar winds. The ISM is assumed

in this model to be a uniform medium that decreases in density out of the plane of the

Galaxy and that is characterizedby an exponential scale height.

The model superbubble profile seems to fit the data (see Figure 1-5), however it forces a

scale height of H -25 pc which contradicts the mean scale height of the Galaxy,

H>-100pc Q.{ormandeau &. Basu 1999). Basu et al. (BJM99) suggest the vertical

compression is likely to have occuned in the presence of the W3/W4/W5 star forming

complex decreasing the expected scale height. However, the scale height of the region

has been measured to be H - 140 pc using the HI spectral line data (Normandeau 2000)

which does agree with the mean Galactic value and therefore suggests that the model is

either too simple or inappropriate. In an effort to determine whether the superbubble

scenario is appropriate, regardless of whether or not the Kompaneets model is

appropriate, part of our analysis focuses on searching our data for coincidences with

Dennison et al.'s (DTS97) Ha data by comparing morphological features.

The chimney model of Norman & Ikeuchi (1989) and the bubble model of Basu et al.

(BJM99) predict that the magnetic field of W4 should be tangential to its shell. Such a

field within the shell is produced as the Galactic magnetic field, that is thought to be
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oriented parallel to the disk of the Galaxy, is "frozen" into the plasma and is thus

"pulled" upwards with the shell material as the bubble expands. It is proposed that

magnetic field in such an orientation may act to stabilize the structure @JM99).

The polarization data from the pilot survey datz was presented by Gray et al. (1999).

They found Faraday rotation effects in the background Galactic synchrotron emission in

the direction towards W3/W4/W5. These efflects are observationally recognized by

depolarized regions that follow the contours of the HII regions. If in the present

polarization data, we observe the depolarization continuing to follow the contours of

Dennison et al.'s (DTS97) superbubble, it would support the theory that the observed Hcr

emission is occurring at the same distance as W3/W4/W5. Figure 1-6 illustrates the

effects of Faraday rotation on emission passing through the superbubble and what we

expect to observe if such a process is occurring. A description of polarization and

Faraday rotation is presented in section 2.2.

It would be useful to examine Hcr Fabry-Perot data to determine if superbubble features

apparent in the DTS97 data have corresponding features that reside at the same velocities

as W4's HI structure. If they do, it would provide further motivation for more realistic 3D

modeling of the region. Such data has been collected in this region by G. Joncas in the

fall of 2002 at Mont Megantic but has not been processed as of yet and thus was

unavailable for analysis at the time of this writing.
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Figure 1-6: A uniform polarized background observed through an ionized region (shown at left) will be

scrambled due to Faraday rotation (shown at right). The polarized emission for lines of sight not

passing through the ionized region will be unaffected. The polarization vectors with lines of sight

passing through the projected center ofthe egg-shaped region are affected, but not as dramatically as

those with lines of sight passing through the walls. Note that small lines represent the polarization

vectors which initially have a uniform but arbitrary position angle (left).

1.3 Outstanding questions

This thesis will extend the research on the chimney candidate, W4 (Normandeau 2000) in

an attempt to answer some of the outstanding and inter-related questions:

1. Is the object a chimney or a superbubble?

2. Is it open or closed?

3. If it is a superbubble, is it broken? Permeable?

4. Is anything escaping such as hot ionized gas or cosmic rays?

d
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5. Is any gas contained within the bubble-like region or has it been

evacuated?

In Chapter 2 we begin by presenting the background material required to understand the

analysis and the discussion. A description of radio emission in the Galaxy is included.

How the spectral index may be derived from the detected emission and the relevance of

the spectral index is also explained. A description of radio polarization is presented with

emphasis on Faraday rotation and the measurement of that quantity. The technique of

radio interferometry is then briefly described.

In Chapter 3 the newly processed DRAO data combined with some of the CGPS survey

datz are presented. Additionally, the Virginia Tech Hc¿ data of DTS97 is presented

reprocessed to remove the point sources. Colour versions of many of the images have

been produced in various combinations as a means to more easily interpret and compare

the morphology of the region that is visible in the datasets. These colour images are

presented at the end of Chapter 3.

In order to probe the interior of the superbubble or chimney a spectral index map has

been produced. The spectral index map may reveal the dominant mode of emission (i.e.

thermal or non-thermal) in the region. The spectral index could also suggest whether

cosmic rays are present in the superbubble or chimney interior, whether they are

transported via diffusion or convection, and if they have sufficient energy to escape. This

map is presented in the first part of Chapter 4.
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In the second part of Chapter 4 a rotation measure map produced from the polarization

data has been produced to explore the magnetic field of the region. This exploration may

reveal whether a tangentially oriented (BJM99) magnetic field is reasonable. The rotation

measure may indicate the dominant direction of the line of sight component of the

magnetic field of the W4 region and in the surroundings. In addition, with the available

Ho data of DTS97 the electron density of the region may be estimated. The electron

density combined with the rotation measure will make possible an estimate of the

magnetic field strength.

In Chapter 5 the discussion focuses on a morphological examination of the radio

continuum data at 1420 and 408 MHz as well as radio polarization data at 1420 lvtÍIz.

We look for morphological evidence and coincidences that support or refute the Ha

superbubble evidence of DTS97. The integrated HI image produced by Normandeau

(2000) is re'examined in light of the newly processed data. This leads to the scenario of a

superbubble that is sufficiently evolved that it is fragmenting.

Some interesting features appear in the polarization and 408 MFIz datasets but which are

not likely related to W4. These features are briefly discussed at the end of Chapter 5.
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2: Galactic Radio Emission: lts Origins and Techniques

for its Detection

This chapter describes the background material necessary to understand

the analysis. Section 2.1 describes the types of radio emission one expects

to detect in the Galaxy including non-thermal synchrotron and thermal

emission and some analysis techniques employed on our data. In section

2.2 radio polarization and the important concept of Faraday rotation and

its contribution to depolarization is explained. Section 2.3 describes

information necessary to understanding the data including Fourier

transforms and radio interferometry techniques.

2.1 Radio emission in the Galaxy

At radio frequencies, and for typical interstellar temperatures, we f,rnd that kT>> hv (i.e.

interstellar temperatures, Z )) hu/k = 0.07 K for v: 1420 I,{trIz) and one may make an

approximation known as the Rayleigh-Jeans limit. In this regime

s,(r)=YP=+ e-t)
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where ,Su is the radio intensity in lylbeam, v is the frequency of observation, c

speed of light, É is Planck's constant and ), is the wavelength of observation, and

"brighûress temperature".

The intensity of radiation at radio wavelengths is often measured in units of brightness

temperature which is expressed in Kelvin. In the Rayleigh-Jeans regime, the brightness

temperatura, TB, of a radio source is approximately equivalent to the temperature of a

blackbody which would produce the detected emission @ohlfs & Wilson 2000). Note

that this is not necessarily equivalent to the thermodynamic temperature of the source as

blackbody radiation is not typically the process responsible for the emission.

The thesis data, collected at 1420 l,/ftIz and at 408 MIfz, is at wavelengths where

detected emission at large scales is dominated by synchrotron radiation with a lesser

contribution from thermal sources. At smaller scales, such as in star forming regions like

W4, thermal radiation contributes significantly to the overall detected emission.

2.1.1 Synchrotron emission

Synchrotron emission occurs when relativistic charged particles, typically free electrons,

spiral along the field lines in a strong magnetic field @owers and Deeming 1984). To

help understand the process of synchrotron emission we examine the simpler radiation, of

the same form, that occurs for non-relativistic particles and that is called cyclotron

is the

I¡ is
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radiation. An electron, e, moving with a velocity, ?, experiences a force, F, due to the

magnetic field, B, equivalent to

This force causes the particle to move along a circular path of radius r, since there is no

component of F along the direction of the field and thus the velocity of the particle in this

direction remains constant. The frequency of the circular motion, 4 is

(2-3 )

The centripetal acceleration of the particle, L,rrequivalent to its magnetic acceleration,
r

E:,where misthemassoftheparticle andF isgivenbyEq.(2-2). Settingtheseequalto
m

each other and substituting Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3) we find

F =""8
c

(z*r)'_eBr2tu"v
rmc

a

2tu,

(2-2)

(2-4)
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Here ,Br is the component of B that is perpendicular to o. Solving for v we find the

frequency of the emitted radiation for a non-relativistic particle

eB,
lt 

-:
2mnc

eB, ( ø\'
tt=------!-l-l' Znmcl*r')

(2-s )

Particles attain relativistic velocities when they are accelerated by a shock from an

energetic event like a supemova. A shock may also arise from the combined winds of

several supermassive O and B-type stars in an OB association. If the particle is moving

with relativistic velocities, the frequency of the emitted radiation becomes

(2-6 )

@owers & Deeming 1984) where E is the energy of the particle. Radiation is emitted at v

and at harmonics of v. In the case of relativistic electrons, the harmonics are closely

spaced that produces an essentially continuous spectrum.

The relativistic motion of the electrons cause the emitted radiation to be highly

directional. Due to this "relativistic beaming" effect and due to the fact that the elechons

spiral along parallel to the magnetic field lines, the observed radiation is conhned to a

narrow conical shell (not to be confused with the cone shaped "beams" of emission). The

cone (Figure 2-l) is characterized by the pitch angle of the electrons helical motion, ø,
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a
The observer only
dectects the radiation
that ¡s em¡tted along a

portion of the helical
path.That portion is

defined by the angle 
^e.

Figure 2-1: Synchrotron emission from a particle with the pitch angle

sees the radiation confined to a nanow conical shell of width

I t'l
Part ofan
electron's

helical path

of its helical path, o. The observer

Â0 and of opening angle, a. The

relativistic "beams" have an opening angle that depends on the electron's velocity (1=.F-4)
Ylc'

Figures adapted from Rybicki & Lightman (1979).
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and its axis being parallel to the local magnetic field. This directionally emitted radiation

in the presence of a magnetic field leads to the polarized nature of the emission @owers

& Deeming 1984).

The total power, P, radiated by a relativistic electron is expressed as

(2-7 )

(Burke & Graham-Smith 1997).

This simplified description is applicable for a single electron when in fact an ensemble of

electrons with a distribution of pitch angles and energies must be considered. Rohlfs &

Wilson (2000) provide a description of synchrotron radiation from such an ensemble.

Thus, emission at radio frequencies can occur with particles of particular energies in a

magnetic field of the appropriate strength. For an ensemble of electrons that is isotropic

and homogeneous we fTnd that the energy spectrum has a power law form.

o _2 eoyzB'(sinø)',=1ãwhere/ I=:La'
l'-¿
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2.1.2 Thermal radiation

Less significant to the ambient Galactic emission is the contribution of thermal emission

from free electrons. Any hot plasma, such as that found in star forming regions like W4,

will emit in the form of thermal radiation at radio wavelengths. This radiation occurs

when electrons are rapidly accelerated or decelerated and is sometimes called free-free

radiation or Bremsstrahlung, literally "braking" radiation. The acceleration can occur

when electrons experience attractive or repulsive forces in the plasma when approaching

protons or other electrons.

Absorption may also take place in this process which makes Bremsstrahlung a primary

contribution to the opacity of the gas, Kv. The absorption is both temperature and

frequency dependent. Observations of emission lines in HII regions have implied a

temperature of -104K and thus one can determine the intensity of the expected blackbody

radiation that would be observed at a frequency which is opaque to Bremsstrahlung.

At low frequencies a gas becomes completely opaque to Bremsstrahlung and one says the

gas is optically thick; that is, a gas in which the mean free path is much smaller than the

distance through which a photon must travel. The ratio of distance traveled in the

medium to its mean free path is referred to as the optical depth, r. The optical depth

measures how many mean free paths exist along a particular line of sight @owers &

Deeming 1984). Optical depth may also be expressed in terms of the opacity, rcu
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(2-8)

In an optically thick medium, i.e. a medium where T )) l, thermal radiation will have a

blackbody spectrum.

At higher frequencies the mean free path of an electron is much greater than the distance

through which it must travel and the gas is said to be optically thín.

Mathematically, the thermal intensity S, can be expressed as

S, =+Í-e*p(-r,x)]
+7rKv

(2-e )

(Longair 1997) where j,is the emissivity of the gas and is expressed in terms of the

Einstein emission coefficient (see Longa ir 1997).The important thing to note in1q. (2-9)

is that the term in the exponential is the optical depth, 4 integrated along the line of sight

from 0 to x. Thus, if r<< l,Eq. (2-9) reduces to

S" = U= constant. ( 2-10 )'4n

r, = [rc,dl

Similarly, if r>> I,Eq. (2-9) reduces to
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,.=h=Tl"-,(#)-,1'

zkT 1 .^-
- r 't-y¿ if hv<< kT (2-rt )

ct

(Longair 1997).

Thus an optically thin gas has an approximately constant intensity as frequency is varied

but in an optically thick gas ,S, goes as r/.

2.1.3 Spectral index

The brightness temperature is related to the frequency of observation, 4 and the

temperature spectral index, þ,by

Tu æ v-P (2-t2 )

(Steinberg & Lequeux 1963). Thus given observations at two frequencies, one may

calc.ulate B

Tr, ( 
'r\-'l=1") (2-r3 )
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log t"l
T,, )p= (2-t4)

'"-[ä)

The quantity B has characteristic values for particular types of radiation (i.e. thermal and

non-thermal) and so may be used to help distinguish between sources of emission. Thus B

may help identi$ which processes are occurring in a particular region. Often the spectral

index, a, will be discussed instead of the temperature spectral index, B. It is the flux

density, S,,that is proportional to v-" instead of the temperature (recall Eq. (2-12)) as

with P. If we recall Eq,.Q-1) we see that

S, æ Tuvz . (z-Ls )

Thus one finds that the two indices, o and B, are related by

o=þ-2. (2-t6 )

Table 2-1 outlines some expected values for these spectral indices in specific phenomena.
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The values listed in Table 2-I are typical for an optically thin medium. Recall that is a

medium in which the mean free path is much greater than the distance through which a

photon must travel. In the case of an optically thin mediu ffi, r 111 and virtually no

scattering or absorption takes place.

From Eq. (2-10) we see that in the case of an optically thin medium that is dominated by

thermal emission, the intensity, ,l* is approximately constant with changing frequency, v.

Since ,S, æ v-o, the spectral index, cr,, must be close to zero to satisSr the proportionality.

From Eq. (2-16), one sees the temperature spectral index, B, is then -2.0 or 2.1. Such a

spectral index is referred to as being "flat".

However, if r - l, absorption begins to become important and the thermal spectrum

"breaks" since for an optically thick mediuffi, r )) 1 and we find a blackbody spectrum.

For an optically thick medium, instead of Ê : 2.1, one expects the temperature spectral

index for thermal radiation to be 0 giving a: -2 or ,S, cc vz as inBq. (2-11). The break

frequency occurs around I GHz for r - I which is between our frequencies of interest

(i.e. between 0.408 and 1.4 GHz). The break frequency is located at the frequency where

the radio brightness spectra stops increasing and then begins to decrease (see Figure 2-2).

Thus when t - L, towards lower frequencies B:0 (i.e. T+os: Tl+zo, see Eq. (2-14)) and

towards higher frequencies þ : 2.I, for thermal radiation. Consequently we find the
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temperature spectral index for thermal regions to be somewhere between 0 and 2.I

because our regions are not necessarily optically thin.

Source of the
radiation

Expected spectral
index

(S cc v-")

Expected
temperature

spechal index
lTp cc v-F)

HII region
Ithermal)

cr = 0.1, flat þ æ2.1

Supernova
remnant (non-
thermal
svnchrotron)

c¿ * 0.5 þ =2.5

Diffr¡se radio
emission (non-
thermal
svnchrotron)

0.5<c¿<1.1,
steep

2.5 <þ <3.1

Table 2-1: Expected spectral indices for various types of radiation (Lisenfeld & Völk, 2000 and references

therein).

In addition, not all synchrotron radiation will have a temperature spectral index, þ : 2.5.

Plerionic type supernova renìnants (e.g. 3C58) have a thermal-like temperature spectral

index, between 2.0 and 2.3 (Safi-Harb 2002), although the radiation is caused by

synchrotron processes. This is due to the fact that the radiation in plerionic remnants

comes from the pulsar and thus the energy distribution of the electron ensemble differs

from the electron energy distribution arising in shock processes. When synchrotron

radiation is discussed in this thesis, it is the radiation due to shocks and thus we use

þ > 2.5 and call this "steep".

Lisenfeld & Völk (2000) describe how one may distinguish between different modes of
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cosmic ray (CR) transport using the spectral index in the context of other galaxies. These

modes are diffusion and convection. In diffusion CRs are randomly scattered by a

magnetic field and thus undergo substantial energy losses due to emission of synchrotron

radiation (Lisenfeld & Völk 2000). In a simple diffusion model, the CRs spread out from

the source into a Gaussian distribution. Diffusion is characterised by an energy dependent

diffusion coefficient, D which relates the distance traveled, d, in atime, /, by

d-JDt (2-t7 )

(Condon 1992). Convection is a systematic movement of the CRs outward from the point

of origin. The mechanism usually invoked is the Galactic wind, allowing the CRs to

travel with some convection velocity, V {,erche & Schlickeiser 1980, Owens & Jokipii

t977). The convective flow velocity for chimneys is -102 km/s over a scale length of -1-

3 kpc (Norman & Ikeuchi 1989).

Diffusion models are characterised by a steep spectral index (a>-0.9). The associated

synchrotron emission may indicate energy losses which in turn imply that the CRs will

not be able to escape into the halo. In observations of diffuse emission, a flatter spectral

index (o<-0.6) suggests that synchrotron emission is not predominant implying that if

CRs exist in the region, they are not caught in a magnetic field and subject to high energy

losses via emission of synchrotron radiation. Thus, escape via a convection process is

plausible. An intermediate value (i.e. 0.8 > c¿ ) 0.7) would make discriminating between

the two modes of transport difficult. (Lisenfeld & Völk 2000).
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Figure 2-2: Figure reproduced with permission from Condon (1992) illustrating the break frequency.

"Successive çuryes correspond to increasing the frequency v¡ at which the free-free optical depth is

r: l: v1 : 0.003, 0.01, 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, l, and 3 GHz." (Condon 1992)
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Lisenfeld & Völk's (2000) spectral index analysis is applied to the W4 chimney region

because "chimneys" in general are thought to be conduits connecting the disks and halos

of galaxies and which are capable of transporting CRs and ionized gas. A diffusion model

may dominate if a magnetic field is present within the chimney within which free

electrons may become caught, emitting synchrotron radiation and losing the energy

necessary to escape. Or there may be an upward directed "wind" in the chimney

analogous to the Galactic wind that would carry CRs away from the disk as in the

convection model.

2.2 Polarization

It is important to fully understand the concept of polarization in order to interpret the data

in this thesis. Radio emission at 1420 MHz is dominated by synchrotron emission which

tends to be highly polarized (up to 70%) and in particular, is dominated by linear

polarization with a negligible component of circular polarization @eck 2001).

Linear polarization could be considered the simplest form of polarization and is

characterized by an EM wave vibrating parallel to a fixed direction in space and

perpendicular to the direction of propagation. That is, when viewed along the axis of

propagation (say the z-axis), the motion appears to be in a line (Figure2-3).
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Figure 2-3: A linearly polarized wave propagating along the z-axis.

The following discussion is based laryely upon material in Lang (1980). In general,

polarized light will be elliptically polarized. Linear and circular polaúzation are special

cases of elliptically polarized light. An arbitrary EM wave moving along the z-axis with

frequency a, can be expressed as the sum of two orthogonal components,

E =iE,+ iE, (2-t8 )

Here i and j are unit vectors in the x and y directions respectively;

E, = Eo,cos(L' r - ast - õ,)

and E, = Eor"ot(t'r-¿¡t-6r)

(z-re )

(2-20)
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where Eox and E6y are the amplitudes of the two waves, õ., and $ are the phases, k is the

wave vector and r is the radius vector.

If we defrne the phase difference between the two waves to be á= 4, - ã,, and take the

vector combination of equations (2-19) and Q-20), we find a representation of the

observedwave

(*j.(^t)' 2EE_ --'- Y 
coS â = Sin2 á

Eo,Eo,
(2-21)

which is the equation of an ellipse.

The special cases of linear and circular polaúzation respectively are given by the

conditions that: (a) the two waves are precisely in phase (i.e. 4 = 4,t mlr or ä: f mn; m

is an integer) and (b) where the waves differ in phase by exactly nl2 (i.e. &: n/2 + $ or

6 : +. nlT + 2mn) and E6*: E¿, (Figure 2-4). In case (a), Eq. (2-2I) will reduce to the

equation of a straight line, whereas in case (b), Eq. Q-21) reduces to that of a circle.

For arbitrary ã, and {, one finds an ellipse traced as the wave propagates as viewed along

the z-axis. Depending on the values of ô and ãr, the ellipse may be traced in either a

clockwise or a counter-clockwise direction. This directional property is termed the

"handedness" of the polarization and the wave is said to exhibit right-handedness if it is

moving in a counterclockwise direction (õ= 6 - õ*> 0) and left-handedness if moving
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ö -- -nlZ

F'igure 2-4: Special cases of linear (ô = 0) and circular (õ= -rc/2) polarization.

t'
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Figure 2-5: The polarization ellipse with semi-major axis, a, and semi-minor axis, b.
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clockwise (õ= 6 - 6, < 0). A right handed vector is def,rned to be negative (IEEE

standard).

This ellipse is characterised by the length of its major and minor axes, 2a and 2b

respectively, and by the angle, ry, betvreen its major axis and the x-axis. An alternative

rnethod of describing the ellipse is to use the angle defined by the semi-major and semi-

minor axes, I : arctan(bla) along with ry. (Figure 2-5)

2.2.1 Sfokes parameters

In 1852, Sir George Stokes introduced one method of describing the state of polarization

(the polarization ellipse) using four observable parameters: 1, Q, U, and V that have

collectively become known as the "Stokes" parameters. In this representation a polarized

wave is characterised by a combination of its linearly and circularly polarized

components. Other methods of describing the polarization state exist such as the Poincaré

Sphere and the Jones vectors, but the Stokes parameters are often the representation

adopted in radio astronomy and are what have been adopted here. The four parameters

can be expressed equally in terms of the amplitudes and phases of the wave vectors

(80,, Eoy, and á) or in terms of the angular representation of the polarization ellipse (¿ and

y) as follows:



I=E!,+E!,

Q = El, - 8l,, = I cos(2.7)cot2v)

(J =2Eo*Eo, cosâ = t "os(22)sin(2.y) e-24)

V = ZEo,Eo, sin á : t sin(22). (2-2s )

The Stokes I parameter measures the total power of the wave and is not an independent

parameter since it can be expressed in terms of the other three

I' =Q'+(J2 +V2. (2-26)

This is valid for a completely polarized wave. A more general statement,

I' > 8' +(Jz +Vz (2-27 )

can be made and is applicable to a partially polarized wave, where the total power is

greater than the sum of the polarized components.

Stokes Q and Stokes U represent the two orthogonal components of the linearly polarized

component of the wave and Stokes V represents the circularly polarized component. The

polarization angle, or the tilt of the polarization ellipse, V, may be expressed in terms of

the Q and U parameters as

54

(2-22)

(2-23 )
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(2-28 )

Similarly, the intensity of the linearly polarized component of the wave, called polarized

intensity @I) may be determined by

PI= (2-2e )

2.2.2 Detected polarized ernission

2.2.2.1 Polarized intensity

As described in section 2.1.1, synchrotron emission, which is emitted when fast moving

electrons are spiraling in a magnetic field, is highly polarized. Such emission originates

in the ambient Galactic medium but also in localized regions like supernova remnants.

HII regions on the other hand contain a high density of thermal electrons and thus their

emission is dominated by thermal radiation. They are not strong emitters of polarized

radiation.

u, =!ur"tun( 
snØtt) I = 1ur"onl9l.'2 lcos(ky))2 lA)
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Since synchrotron radiation is highly polarized (up to 70o/o linearly polarized) and since

the radiation at 1420 MHz is dominated by synchrotron emission both from supernova

remnants and from the Galactic background one might expect that the observed polarized

fraction, PI/I, would be close to 70%o. This is not the case and in fact the detected

polarized emission is much less than this, often only -\Yo (Gaensler et al. 2001).

Furthermore, observations often show an anti-correlation between total power and

polarized intensity.

These observations can be explained, at least in part, by understanding that it is possible

for the polarizationvectors to add up in a way that cancels much of the detected polarized

intensity. Understanding the various "depolarization mechanisms" requires first an

understanding of polarization angle and Faraday rotation.

2.2.2.2 Polarization angle

Since polarized radiation is a vector quantity, the polarization angle is also as signifîcant

a quantity as polarized intensity. Polarized radiation is emitted with some intrinsic angle,

ry6, but can undergo rotation along the line of sight in a process known as Faraday

rotation (Figure 2-6).The amount of rotation is determined by a combination of electron

density, n" (cm'3),the line of sight magnetic field component, B¡¡(¡rG), the distance along

the line of sight, dl Qtc), and the wavelength of the radiation, 2 (m) as
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where

A,¡u -- K)? [n"B,,dl

K= ", , =0.812
2mn!c"

(2-30 )

(2-31)

(Bowers & Deeming 1984, Brown2002). A quantity known as rotation measure, RM, is

defined: ÁW: RM 12. Thus,

RM = K [nt"B,,dl
(2-32)

(Bowers & Deeming 1984). Although HII regions are not strong emitters of polarized

radiation, their high electron densities make them significant rotators. Thus HII regions

may be "observed" in polarization images as the radiation which has lines of sight

passing through the region will be rotated more than lines of sight adjacent to the HII

region. Thus a region of smoothly varying polarization angle may be "scrambled" if there

is an HII region that comes between the source of the smooth radiation and the observer.

In general the ambient Galactic background emission combined with regions of local

enhancement means that polarized radiation is being emitted everywhere at some level.
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Regions that rotate the radiation overlap with the background emission, thus the rotating

regions co-exist with the emitting regions, further complicating the problem.

2.2.3 Depolarization mechanrsms

The cancellation of detected polarized radiation will occur in cases where the polarization

angle varies by a significant amount between vectors contributing to a single

measurement. The polarization angle may vary in this manner along the line of sight

since one looks through a large path length in space, and also within the beam of the

telescope. This leads to two separate mechanisms of depolarization: depth depolarization

(Figure 2-7) and beam depolarization (Figure 2-8) respectively. A third depolarization

mechanism, bandwidth depolarization becomes important if the rotation measure is very

high for the wavelength of observation, and thus the angle may change by a large amount

across the observing band (Gray et al. 1999).

2.2.4 Polarization horizon

The polarization horizon refers to a distance beyond which polarized emission becomes

undetectable due to the effects of both depth depolaúzation and beam depolarization

(Uyaniker et al. 2003). If there is enough scrambled, random emission along the adjacent

lines of sight, the polarized emission of an extended and distant enough source will be

canceled out. Figure 2-9 illustrates this effect. Knowing the distance to the polarization
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t/1t1 1/

Figure 2-7: Depth depolarization along the line of sight (top). The scrambled vectors "cancel out" as seen

by the observer. If the vectors are relatively unscrambled (bottom), the observer sees a higher

polarized intensity as indicated by the long arrow.
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/

Figure 2-8: Depolarization within the beam of the telescope (beam depolarization). Adjacent infinitesimal

lines of sight combine in the telescope's beam (as indicated by the elliptical cylinder in the

illustration). Each of these lines of sight combine within the telescopes beam, so if the rotation va¡ies

over scales smaller than the beam size, depolarization may occur within.
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(dpn) canplace limits on the distance to objects visible in Stokes I but not visible in

Stokes Q or U.

The distance to the polarization horizon is dependent on the direction of the line of sight

through the Galaxy (i.e. the Galactic longitude, l). For I - 85", our line of sight is nearly

along the direction of the Local arm (Figure 2-10) in which our Sun resides and must pass

through all of the material distributed in this direction, increasing the amount of Faraday

rotation. Furthermore the local magnetic field is found to be directed along I - 83"

(Heiles 1996) which incieases the line of sight component of the magnetic field. Using

Eq. (2-32)we see that this further increases the degree of Faraday rotation and decreases

dpn. However for /- 135", which is in the direction of the'W4 region, or the

approximately opposite direction, I - 330", the line of sight is more directly across the

Local arm and most perpendicular to the corresponding magnetic field (Figure 2-10).

Thus one would expect dpnin these directions to be greater. Uyaniker et al. (2003) found

dpn -2 kpc for 80o < / < 96' while Gaensler et al. (2001) suggest that observed polarized

emission in the region 320" <l<340" is occurring at a distance of 3.5+ 1.0 kpc which

implies dpn> 3 .5 + I .0 kpc. Similarly, in the W4 region at I - 135" , there is observational

evidence that the ionized gas of the HII region is Faraday rotating polarized emission

which is along the same line of sight and must therefore originate behind W4 (Gray et al.

1999). The distance to W4 is believed to be -2.3 kpc Qllomandeau 2000), thus implying

dpntobe gteater than this distance.
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Figure 2-9: Illustration ofthe polarization horizon. The source atthe far left is highly polarized but passes

through so much ionized material that it is not detected. The middle source may be detected, but

marginally. The source at the right will be detected because its polarized emission is occurring in

front ofthe ionized clouds.
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Figure 2-10: Schematic plan-view diagram of the Milþ Way Galaxy (looking down on the Galactic plane)

adopted from Han et al. (2002). Anows illustrate lines of sight from the sun for I - 85o, /- l35o and

l- 330" as discussed in the text. The concentric rings are spaced I kpc apart and the approximate

Galactic centre is labeled "GC". There also exists a spiral arm beyond the Perseus arm which is

refered to as the Outer arm (not illustrated).
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2.2.5 Computing rotation measure

Recall from section 0 that the polarization angle is calculated using the Stokes Q and

Stokes U images. Thus we can use Q and U and the following relationship (Eq. Q-28)) to

determine ryper pixel:

t (u\
ul =-arctanl - l.' 2 lo)

(2-33 )

This quantity is a combination of the intrinsic angle of the emitted radiation and Faraday

rotation and may also be expressed by:

W=Vo+kM.12. (2-34)

Here rys is the intrinsic angle, kM is the rotation measure and )" is the wavelength of

observation. The form of equation (2-34) is that of a linear function of çø vs 12 with a

slope equal to RM. A requirement for computing RM is that one has observations of the

polarization angle at several wavelengths or bands (see Figure 3-1 for an illustration of

the bands used in the DRAO data).
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In addition, one must use caution when using Eq. Q3a) to compute the RM

polarization angle will "wrap" at a value of 180 degrees and thus the angle

"unwrapped" before a value of RM may be obtained.

One method of unwrapping that is often used is that of a yz fit. Here, the RM is first

estimated by finding the slope between the polarization angles from the first two bands or

wavelengths. Then multiples of n (180 degrees) are added or subtracted from the angles

in following bands such that the value closest to the f,rrst fit is obtained. The procedure is

iterated until 12 is minimized (Gaensler, et al. 2001). It is pointed out by Brown (2002)

that this method is computationally intensive and an alternative method is suggested that

is perhaps more appropriate for the DRAO data. Her method is less computationally

intensive and is valid as long as the rotation between adjacent bands is less than n. This is

a reasonable assumption to make for the DRAO data since given the total bandwidth of

35 MHz and the observation frequency of l42}Ivlþlz. a rotation measure of more than

1400 rad m-2 would be required to produce more than one wrap. Typical rotation

measures from the Galaxy are on the order of I I 001 rad m-2 (Brown, 2002).

We have chosen to use Brown's method of computing the polarization angles used to

calculate RM and will outline the algorithm here.

First an angle, fu, in each band is obt¿ined from:

since the

must be
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(2-3s )

(Note that 6: yl2, andthat þ is used to properly resolve the angle.)

Next the differences in angles from adjacent bands are computed:

Ór*t,,=ú*r-Ó, (2-36 )

If the difference between two adjacent angles is greater than n it indicates that the angle

has wrapped. Unwrapped differences are achieved by the operation:

Ó'r*t,r=*"*[#8,*) (2-37 )

This will leave the angle unaffected if in the range 0 1 w*t,n < n (i.e. 0 < þn+t,n<2n)

and will appropriately wrap angles with values outside this range. Then the corrected

differences are added back to the angles starting at band A:

ø, =u,"tun(+l,where n is the band (4, B, C, and D) and 0 < fu<2n.
Q, )'

ún=Ón

óu=ón+úL,n

(2-38 )

(2-3e )
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ór=óu+óL,u

ór=úc+óL,c

(2-40 )

(2-41 )

Finally, the polarization angles, W are calculated by dividing the result by 2, to put the

resulting angle in the range 0 < tyn<n:

(2-42 )

(2-43 )

(2-44 )

(2-4s )

Table 2-2 works through an example to illustrate how this method operates.

'/'^=+

,/rr=+

,/rr:+

ó^
V, =î

band ø^ þ n+t, n þ 'r*t, n unwrapped/, W
A 295 295 148

B 342 47 47 342 t7l
C 28 -3t4 46 388 t94
D 67 39 39 427 214

Table2-2:. Example calculation of unwrapping algorithm
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Once polaruation angles in each band are determined, the rotation measure may be

calculated by performing a standard weighted least squares fit (eg. Bevington &

Robinson 1992) of yl?'z) vs À2:

where the f,rt is weighted by the enor in the polarization angle in each band, 6yr[2.

The error in the polarization angle, á¡øis given by

- 6ou
þll/ =:., zPI

(2-47 )

Where opuis the noise in the individual Stokes Q or Stokes U image and is given by

(2-48)
)' 

*@,r)'o'", =(o-\.

@rown, 2002). Here o is the rms noise at the centre of an individual field, weu is a
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weighting factor, acis a scaling factor and 1is the Stokes I intensity in Kelvin. In the case

of the thesis datathat has been convolved to 5', o = 0.01 K.weu is a weighting factor,

between 0 and 1 assigned to each pixel in the image when the data is mosaicked using the

DRAO export software, supertile (see Figure 3-2). Pixels at the centre of a field have a

weighting factor of 1. The second term accounts for error due to leakage from Stokes I

into Stokes Q and U. The factor at was determined to be 0.003 @rown 2002).

2.3 Understanding radio data

2.3.1 Fourier transform in imaging and Fourier filtering

The French mathematician, Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier developed the theory that any

periodic function, no matter the complexity, may be reconstructed by a sequence of sine

functions of varying frequencies and amplitudes. This transform between frequency and

spatial domains is formalized in the 1-D continuous integral:

F(") = JfG)*n(- izmxþx . (2-4e )

where x is the spatial coordinate and ø is the coordinate in the frequency domain and F(u)

is the Fourier transform of flx) (Gorualez & Woods 2002). If the transform is expanded

to two dimensions and expressed in a discrete form, it becomes a very useful tool for

image processing:
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Ftu,,) = #>> ¡(*, y)"*p(-,r"(#. #)) e-so )

(Gomalez & Woods 2002).Here, F(u, v,) represents the Fourier transformed image with

pixel coordinates (u, v). The value of each pixel in F(u, v) is given by a sum of every

pixel in the spatial image multiplied by an exponential function. M and N are normalising

constants representing the dimension of the image. The dimensions are typically

restricted to power of two square images (i.e. 256x256, 1024x1024) in order to take

advantage of the Fast Fourier Transform method that reduces computation time

significantly.

In a Fourier Transform of an image, some information from every pixel of the spatial

image is contained in any one pixel of the Fourier transform. This fact allows the entire

spatial image to be reconstructed using only a single pixel from the Fourier domain. Of

course, this would produce an uninteresting image since most of the information would

be lost. However, useful and interesting images may be reconstructed in the spatial

domain using only a subset of pixels from the Fourier domain. Such "Fourier filtering"

allows one to select specific frequencies in the Fourier domain and then transform the

image to produce a new spatial image containing only the selected frequencies. With a

(2, v) coordinate system such that the origin is located in the centre of the image, low

frequency information is located around the origin of the F(u, v) image and high

frequency information is contained around the edges.
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Fourier filtering is achieved by multiplying, pixel by pixel, the frequency image, F(u, v)

by a filter transfer function, H(u, Ð.The inverse Fourier transform is then applied to the

resulting image, G(u, v) to produce a frltered spatial image, S&, y).

To reduce high frequencies in an image, one would apply a filter that only retains low

frequency information, called a lowpass filter, to the original image. A useful lowpass

filter transfer function is the Gaussian lowpass filter. The Gaussian lowpass filter is

characterised by a half width at half maximum value, D0.

The Stokes Q (Figure 2-lla) and U linear polarizatíon images have been Fourier filtered

using a Gaussian lowpass filter with a D0 : 64 pixels. The Fourier transform of the

Stokes Q image (Figure z-llb) shows a distinct circular region of radius = 280 pixels at

low frequencies with higher values than the surrounding high frequency information.

This circular region is a product of the fact that the image was produced using an

interferometer that is sensitive to a specific range of frequencies that in turn are

dependent on the spacings (baselines) of the dishes in the array. The relationship between

the length of the baseline, 
^¿ 

[À] and the pixel resolution, A0 [rad] is:

L0= (z-st )
N .AL

where N is the dimension of the image (Gor:øalez & Woods 2002). For Figure 2-IIa, A0

: 20" :10-a rad and iy': 1024, thus AL = l}?u. Thus for 1,: 0.211 m, Â/. : 10 * 0.211 m
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= 2.I m (per pixel). And since the circular region has a radius = 280 pixels, AL for this

feature is

A,L:280 * 2.1m:588 m (2-s2)

which is approximately equivalent to 604 m, the longest baseline of the telescope (see

section 3.1 for a description of the telescope and section 2.3.2 for a description of

interferometry). It is important to note that A0 is not the true image resolution, but rather

the sampling resolution. Image resolution is given by the FWHM of the beam of the

telescope and is between 2 - 3 times the pixel resolution in the case of the 2I cm (1420

MÉIz) images.

D0 was chosen by inspection such that much of this low frequency information would be

preserved - i.e. take D0 = o : 64, 4o : 256 = 280. Figure 2-Ilc shows the new filtered

image in the Fourier domain, G(u, v) and Figure 2-Ild shows the inverse transform G(u,

v); the new spatial Fourier filtered image, g(x, y).The resulting image is much smoother

than the original, having had much of the high frequency information removed. Choosing

a larger value for D0 would retain more of the high frequency information, producing an

image with less smoothing.
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Figure 2-lla-d:. a) (top left) Full resolution Stokes Q image.

b) (top right) Fourier transform of (a).

c) (bottom left) Gaussian filter tunction with D0:64, multiplied by (b).

d ) (bottom right) Inverse Fourier transform of(c).
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2.3.1.1 Convolution theorem

The convolution theorem describes the

domains and states that a multiplication

the other domain. Stated mathematically,

relationship between the frequency and spatial

in one domain is equivalent to a convolution in

Í (*, y) * h(*, v) e r (u,v)u (u,v) (2-s3 )

(Gonzalez & Woods 2002) where F(u, Ð and H(u, v) arc the Fourier transforms of f(x, y)

and h(x, y/ respectively.

This means that instead of multiplying the Fourier transform of the image with a

Gaussian filter function, one may perform a convolution on the spatial image with the

Fourier transform of the Gaussian filter function. And since the Fourier transform of a

Gaussian function is also a Gaussian function, the removal of high frequency information

may be achieved by convolving the spatial image with a Gaussian filter.

In this thesis, when it is desired to reduce the data to a lower resolution to remove some

of the high spatial frequencies, which include the noise, and thus improve the signal to

noise ratio, this is achieved by spatial convolution using the DRAO export software

mosconv (see Appendix l).
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2.3.2 Radio inbrterometry

As one increases the wavelength of observation towards the radio regime it becomes

increasingly difficult to achieve a high resolution with a single dish telescope. The

diffraction (resolution) limit of a telescope, á (radians), is given by 0 = )./d, where ). is

the wavelength of observation in meters and d is the diameter of the telescope also in

meters. In the case of radio astronomy, the resolution is measured by the full width at half

maximum (FWHM) of the main lobe of the telescope's beam pattern.

For example, to achieve a resolution of 0:I'at.L:0.01m, \ile ftnd d:42m. While

single dishes on the order of this size exist such as the 100 m Effelsberg Telescope, if one

wishes to observe at a longer wavelength, say ),:0.21I m, and obtain similar resolution,

the diameter of the telescope must increase to 885 m. [t is a very difficult task to

construct a single dish with a diameter of 885 m (especially a steerable dish), however

equivalent resolution may be obtained by observing simultaneously with two small dishes

spaced 885 m apart - i.e. an interferometer. The difficulty with this approach is

a) sensitivity is much less than with a single dish since the collecting area is greatly

reduced and b) these two dishes are only sensitive to spatial scales equivalent to the

resolution. These problems can be overcome at least in part by using more than two

dishes, i.e. an array of antennas spaced at regular intervals. The distance between each

pair of antennas in the array is often referred to as a boselíne. As determined by its

length, each baseline contributes information at a particular spatial scale.
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A single observation with an interferometer consists of the individual antennas tracking

the source over the course of a day (typically 12 hours). Parallel wavefronts approach the

earth perpendicular to the azimuth of the source. As the source moves across the sþ, the

angle between the direction to the source and the line connecting two antennas changes

and consequently so too does the arrival time of a particular wavefront change. The time

lag between the detections of a single wavefront at each antenna depends on the

wavelength of observation, )" (i.e. the space between the wavefronts), the angle between

the anay and the source, 0, andthe length of the baseline, Z (Figure 2-12).

In general the antennas will not simultaneously detect signal from the same wavefront

(the case of A in Figure 2-12 is the exception) and instead they will detect differing

points on the incoming wave. In the case where both antennas detect a wave peak, that is

when Z sindis equal to an integer number of wavelenglhs,n, one finds the signals add

and one observes constructive interference. In the case where one antenna detects a wave

peak while the other detects a wave trough, that is L sin? is equal to n+I/2 wavelengths,

the signals will cancel and one observes destructive interference.

As the earth rotates on its axis the combined signal between two antennas (i.e. the

interference paffern) will change in amplitude. And as Figure 2-12 shows, the angle also

changes; in an interval of 12 hours the baseline will have rotated through all possible

angles with respect to the source. If the antennas are oriented in a line running from east

to west, then as viewed from the source, the baseline will in general trace out an ellipse,

with the eccentricity of the ellipse dependent on the declination of the source. If the
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Zenith

pos'n ofsource
at a ùmet2

North Celestial Pole

South Celestial Polei

Nadir

Figure 2-12: The angle between the source and a pair of antennas changes as the source moves across the

sþ. At tl, antenna I detects signal from a particular wavefront before antenna2. At t2, the source is

crossing the celestial meridian and so the antennas, being oriented along an east-west baseline, detect

signal from the source simultaneously. At t3, antenna 2 detects signal from a particular wavefront

before antenna 1.
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source is at a celestial pole, the baseline will trace out a circle with a radius proportional

to the length of the baseline. If the source is on the celestial equator then the baseline will

trace out a line. This is illustrated in Figure 2-13.

Each spacing between two telescopes in the array contributes information in the form of

traced ellipses of different sizes that are specified using u-v coordinates, i.e. in the

frequency domain of the frnal image. The telescope spacing also determines which spatial

resolutions are sampled in the u-v plane. Recall the resolution limit of a telescope is

(2-s4)

where A0 is the resolution, 2 is the wavelength of observation and Z is the length of the

telescope baseline þreviously this equation was expressed with the telescope diameter, d,

in place of L). For example, the maximum spacing of the DRAO telescope is 604.29 m

(see section 3. I ) which means that at l. : 0 .21I m, the telescope can theoretically detect a

maximum resolution of a0: 3.5x104 rad or -1.2'. The minimum spacing of the

telescope is 12.86 m which means that it can detect a maximum spatial scale of

A0 :0.016 rad or -56'. The implication of this is that the telescope is insensitive to

diffuse emission that varies on scales larger than -56'. Thus the addition of single dish

telescope data is required to recover this lost emission since single dish telescopes detect

all of the flux from all spatial scales. (see Burke & Graham-Smith 1997 or Steinberg &

Lequeux 1963 for further details on radio interferometry)

no=L
L
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Figure 2-13: An east-west oriented ¿uray on the earth in general traces out an ellipse as the earth rotates

and as viewed from a source. The special cases of a circle and a line can be observed if the source is

at a pole or on the celestial equator, respectively.

length oftlE baseline.

:o.;
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Data and Results

This chapter describes the data used in this thesis. Section 3.1 describes

necessary det¿ils of the telescope and in section 3.2 the manipulation of

the original raw data is explained. The images are presented in section 3.3

in the original greyscale form. Also presented in section 3.3 are some

images that have been processed by convolution. In section 3.4, some of

the data are combined into false colour images that serve to enhance

morphological features discussed in this study and allow easier

comparisons between the various datasets. Mean intensity measurements

for 56 10'x10'boxes are given in section 3.5.

3.1 The Dominion Astrophysical Observatory (DRAO)

Synthesis Telescope

Landecker et al. (2000) provides a complete description of the Dominion Radio

Astrophysical Observatory @RAO) synthesis telescope located in Penticton, British

Columbia, Canada. The telescope is an east-west array of seven dishes with diameters

-9 m. Of these seven, four are fixed and three are movable allowing sampling of

baselines from 12.86 m to 604.29 m in steps of 4.29 m. When observing atlu = 0.211 m,

this works out to be equivalent to sampling between 61 À and 2864 ?," at intervals of 20 L.

This provides full u-v plane coverage for spatial frequencies between about I' and 56'

Radio
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(see section 2.3.2).In order to sample all baselines and achieve a single full synthesis

observation, 12 individual observations of 12 hours each are required.

3.2 Observations

The DRAO synthesis telescope has been recently used to complete Phase I of the

Canadian Galactic Plane Survey (CGPS) (Taylor et al. 2003). The CGPS is a relatively

high resolution (-1') data set with a sensitivity of 0.28 mJy/beam (Landecker et al. 2000)

and covering 73.1" of longitude from I47.3" > I > 74.2" along the Galactic plane of the

Milky Way. The latitude extent covers -3.6o < b <+5.6o.

The data consists of several complementary components: spectral line of atomic

hydrogen at l42}Ivftlz, total intensity continuum emission at I42llvILlz and 408MHz,

and Stokes parameters Q and U which combined represent linear polarized intensity (see

section 2.2, Lang 1 980; Brown 2002) at l{}}Nftlz. These are summarized in Table 3- 1 .

Combining high resolution and sensitivity with wide coverage of the Galactic plane, the

CGPS is one of the best data sets available for investigation of detailed gas structure in

our Galaxy. The radio continuum and polarization data will be used in this investigation.

The high latitude fields of M. Normandeau þrivate communication), which have been

observed on the same grid as the CGPS but which are not officially part of the survey,

play an essential role in our analysis.
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The radio continuum fields at I4201\/ftlz are observed in four discrete 7 .5 l\ltrIz bands,

labeled A, B, C, and D and centred at v L 6.25lvftIz and v L 13.75 MlIz from the HI

spectral line frequency of v = I420.4061vftI2 (Figure 3-1). This leaves a 5MHz gap at

the central frequency, which is sufficient to avoid contamination from the HI spectral

line. The central I MFIZ of the gap is used for the spectral line observations. The 7.5ll\lftIz

bands are combined into a single 1420MIIZ radio continuum image.

1406.656 1 414.156 1420.406 1 426.656

Frequency (MHz)

1434.1 56

Figure 3-1: Illustration of the observing bands used in the 1420 MHz observations at DRAO (adapted from

Brown 2002).

At 1420 MHz the field of view of the synthesis telescope has a full width at half

maximum (FWHM) of 107'.2. At 408ltrffIz, the FWHM of the field of view is 332'.I.

The survey region has been observed on a regular hexagonal grid with 112' between field

centres. Mosaics of images are created using supertile which is part of the DRAO export

package (see Appendix l). The mosaics produced for this thesis consist of 11 CGPS

fields plus an additional 3 fields obtained by M.Normandeau þrivate communication)

observed at latitudes greater than b : *5.6". Figure 3-2 shows the arrangement and
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Figure 3-2: Arrangement and Galactic coordinates of the images used to create the mosaics used in this

thesis. The light grey fields W8, W9, X5, Y0, Y5, Y8, and Y9 are fìelds included only in the

polarization mosaics while the remaining central fields are included for all of the CGPS mosaics. The

Grey scale for these central fields represents the weights applied to each pixel when the fields are

combined into a mosaic. Black represents a weight of I (the centre of the individual fields) and white

represents a weight of 0. The latitude and longitude scales shown have units of degrees.
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Galactic coordinates of these fÌelds. The individual fields are named according to the

convention established at DRAO. Those labeled KM, KN, and KT are the additional,

non-CGPS fields.

Taylor et al. (2003) indicate that there is an uncertainty in the absolute scale of the

408 MHz dat¿ of up to -15%o due to uncert¿in calibration data. The internal precision of

the data is unaffected by this enor.

The CGPS survey has motivated 2 other radio surveys acquiring similar data sets which

when combined will offer a nearly complete survey of the entire Galactic plane (Â1" :

-270", Âb : È 3'). These are the Southern GPS (SGPS) that uses the Australia Telescope

Compact Array and the VGPS which uses the Very Large Array in Socorro, NM.

Additionally, the CGPS was extended to cover more longitude. Collectively these data

sets have become known as the International Galactic Plane Survey (IGPS).

Additionally, there exist other public data sets that have been regridded to the same

resolution as the IGPS and which are useful in this thesis. These include infrared data

from the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) and molecular line data from the Five

Colleges Radio Astronomy Observatory €CRAO). A summary of all data sources is

presented in Table 3-1.
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Frequency
flVøvelencrfh)

Bandwidth Source Spatial resolution
I'lEWlx'fNS))

ISM Component
Identified in Data

Reference

1420 |\lfrIz (21 cm) Spectral line
l MHzwith
256 channels

DRAO/
CGPS

1.00 x 1.14 Atomic hydrogen
spectral line

NTD97*

1420Ìvfrlz(21cm) 30 MHz
Continuum

DRAO/
CGPS

1.00 x 1.14 Ionized gas,

relativistic plasma
NTD97*

14201lft12 (21 cm) 30 MHz
Linear
polarization,
Stokes O & U

DRAO/
CGPS

1.00 x 1.14 Magnetic frelds NTD97*

408 MHz (74 cm) 4l\ñIz
Continuum

DRAO/
CGPS

3.5 x 4.0 lonized gas,

relativistic plasma
NTD97*

115 cHz (2.6 mm) 256 channels x
l0 kHz per

channel

FCRAO -0.8 x -0.8 CO spectral line (J:
l-0 transition)

Heyer
1995

3 &. s THz (100 &
60 microns)

rRAS (hi-
res) from
Caltech

-2x-2 dust grains Kerton &
Martin
2001

1,2 &25 THz(25 &,

12 microns)
rRAS (hi-
res) from
CITA**

-2x-2 dust grains, PAHs
(polycyclic aromatic
hvdrocarbon)

Kerton &
Martin
2007

* Normandeau, Taylor & Dewdney 1997
* *Canadian Institute for Astrophysics

Table 3-1: Summary of data sources available for this thesis project as part of the CGPS (IGPS). For some

of the analysis the 1420 lvftlzdata has been convolved with a Gaussian beam matching that of the

408 MHz data. In other cases the 1420 WIz data has been convolved to 5' and 10'to improve the

signal-to-noise ratio. CGPS data is available at the CADC website (http://cadcwww.dao.nrc.cal).

3.2.1 Addition of single dish telescope data

Since the minimum spacing of the telescopes is 12.86 m, the very large scale structures

are not present. To regain this missing information it is necessary to add short spacing

data (also known as zero-spacings) from larger single dish telescopes. Single dish

telescopes detect all flux at all spatial scales, but only the flux due to the missing spatial

scales are added into the final images.
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At I420WIz, single dish data is obtained from the 100 m Effelsberg telescope (Taylor et

al.2003, Reich et al. 1990, 1997) with a resolution of 9'. This survey does not have

adequate latitude coverage and thus fields abov e b - 4o instead use single dish data from

the Stockert 25-meter northern sky survey (Taylor et al. 2003, Reich 1982, Reich &

Reich 1986) which has a resolution of 35'. The Effelseberg data was absolutely calibrated

using the Stockert survey data which ensures consistency amongst the contribution to our

data from the short spacing data. Short spacing information is only added to the 1420

MHz continuum maps (Stokes I) and not to the Stokes Q or Stokes U polarization maps.

At 408 lvftIz, short spacings are obtained from the all sþ map of Haslam et al. (1982)

with a resolution of 51'(Taylor etal.2003).

3.2.2 Processing

The processing of all CGPS data fields (i.e. all fields in Figure 3-2with the exception of

the higher latitude fields, KM, KN, and KT) and the addition of short spacing data in all

fields were caried out by members of the CGPS data processing team (Taylor et al.

2003). Processing of the fields KM, KN, and KT and mosaicking of fields were carried

out by the author with the assistance of Roland Kothes. Short spacing information was

added to these data by Dave Del Rjzzo. See appendix 1 for details on image processing.

The CLEAN (Högbom 1974) algorithm was used in processing the fields. The
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assumption of the algorithm is that the sþ may be represented by a sum of point sources.

In an iterative procedure, CLEAN uses a model of the telescope's "dirty beam" to

subtract off each point source in the image. Each source is then convolved with a

Gaussian beam and then added to the residual image to make the final "CLEAN map".

3.2.3 Sensitivity

The rms sensitivity of the telescope in the l420lvft1z continuum data is 0.28 mJy/beam

(Landecker et al. 2000) which is equivalent to 0.05 K for a 1' beam. Much of the data has

been convolved to lower resolution to improve the signal to noise ratio. The noise is

proportional to the beam area so, since resolution is proportional to the square root of the

area, convolving the data from 1' to 5' will reduce the noise by -5 times.

3.3 Greyscale image catalogue

The data discussed in this thesis is presented in Figure 3-3 to Figure 3-12. Details about

each image are included in the figure captions.
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Figure 3-3: 1420 l\fr12 (21 cm) Stokes I continuum image at full resolution linearly scaled to show the

brighter regions with contours defining the clipped regions. Grey scale is brightness temperature in

Kelvin ranging from 4.5 K (black) to 8.5 K (white) and is shown at right. Contours in black are for

16K and 8.5 K. The grey contour is at l1 K. The latitude and longitude scales shown have units of

degrees.
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Figure 3-4: 1420 Wz (21 cm) Stokes I continuum image at full resolution linearly scaled to show the

fainter emission with contours defining the clipped region. Grey scale, shown at right, is brightness

temperature which has been linearly stretched between 4.75 K (black) and 5.75 K (white) in order to

emphasize the faint high latitude emission. Contours in grey a¡e at 16 K and 8 K. Black contours

shown are I I K and 6 K. Note the distinctive, elliptically shaped low emission region above W4 and

centred at I = -135o, b = -4o (see discussion, section 5.1). The "walls" of the region can be seen

extending vertically upwards at l: -136" and at l: -133.5". The latitude and longitude scales shown

have units ofdegrees.
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Figure 3-5: 1420I'/Elz(2L cm) Stokes I continuum image convolved to the resolution equivalent to the 408

MHz data and linearly scaled to show the fainter regions. Grey scale, shown at right, is brightness

temperature which has been linearly stretched between 4.75 K (black) and 5.75 K (white). Black

contours are set at levels of 16 K and 6.5 K and grey contours are set at 8.5 K and 5.75 K. The

latitude and longitude scales shown have units of degrees.
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Figure 3-6: 408 l'/frIz (74 cm) continuum image linearly scaled to show the faint emission. Grey scale,

shown at righ! is brightness temperature which has been linearly shetched between 40 K (black) and

65 K (white). The black contours are at levels of 120 K and 65 K. The grey contour is at 80 K. Note

the dark ring of-I.4'radius, centred at l: -137o, b: ^-7o (see discussion section 5.1.5). The latitude

and longitude scales shown have units of degrees.
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Figure 3-7: 1420 NlJlz Ql cm) Stokes Q image convolved to a resolution of 5' (see section 2.3.1). Rings

are artefacts due to the bright sources W3 (cenhe) and 3C58 (right) (see Figure 3-21). Grey scale is in

Kelvin and runs from --0.1 K (white) to -0.1 K (black). The latitude and longitude scales shown

have units ofdegrees.
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Figure 3-8: 1420 lvftIz (21 cm) Stokes U image convolved to a resolution of 5' (see section 2.3.1). Rings

are artefacts due to the bright sources W3 (centre) and 3C58 (right) (see Figure 3-21). Grey scale is in

Kelvin and runs from --0.1 K (white) to ^-0.1 K (black). The latitude and longitude scales shown

have units ofdegrees.
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Figure 3-9: Pola¡ized intensity, PI, image (ru=@*¡¡' ) (see section 2.2.2.1). The Q and U images

were both convolved to a resolution of 5' and thus the PI map is also at a resolution of 5'. Grey scale

is in Kelvin with and runs from 0 K (white) to 0.140 K (black) so that highly polarized regions appear

black and depolarized regions show white. Note the depolarization along the "walls" of the region

extending vertically upwards at I = -136o and at / = -133.5". The "wishbone" (see section 5.1.4.1)

shows grey with approximate centre coordinates l: 134.9", b :7.17". Note also, the bright polarized

"knot" (see section 5.1.4.2) centred at approximately I = 134.5" , b = 2.58" and showing as black. The

latitude and longitude scales shown have units of degrees.
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Figure 3-10: Polarization angle, V, map (r=!*"^(ø)l ft"" section 2.2.2.2). The "wishbone" (see

section 5.1.4.1) having approximate centre coordinates / = 134.9", b = 7.17" is especially evident here

as a region of smoothly varying polarization angle. The interesting lenticularly shaped feature centred

at approximately I = 137 .5", á = 1o is roughly coincident with W5 but was discussed as likely being

due to a foreground object by Gray et al. (1998, 1999). Note that depolarization along the "walls" of

the region extending vertically upwards at I = -136 arrd at I = -133.5' which is seen as regions of

Iow polarized intensity (Figure 3-9) can be seen here as a region having a small "cell size" (region

over which ryvaries by l80o; Gray et al. 1999, see 5.1.1). The latitude and longitude scales shown

have units ofdegrees.
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Figure 3-11: 60 ¡rm infrared image from the IRAS survey linearly scaled to highlight faint emission. The

grey scale runs from 2 MJy/SR to 16 MJy/SR. Black contours are set at 100 MJy/SR and 16 MJy/SR.

The grey contour is at 40 MJy/SR. The "v" shaped feature with its apex at I = 134.5", b :2o is

coincident with the "rabbit ears" visible in HI spectral line data and identified by Normandeau (1996)

(see Figure 1-2). The latitude and longitude scales shown have units of degrees. Since the field of

interest extends beyond the regular CGPS survey are4 this image was obtained from SþView

(http ://slçyview.gsfc.nasa. gov/).

@o
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Figure 3-12: Hc¿ image @TS97) acquired for the Virginia Tech Spectral-Line Survey (VTSS), which is

supported by the National Science Foundation. Grey scale is in units of Rayleighs [R] (see section

4.2.1 for a definition) and has been linearly scaled from 0 R (black) to 500 R (white) to highlight fainr

emission. Regions above 500 R are defined with contours. Grey contours are at levels of 4000 R and

1000 R. Black contours are set at 2000 R and 500 R. Image has been regridded to Galactic

coordinates by the author using mapconvrl which is part of the DRAO export software package. The

image has also been processed using DAOPHOT to remove many of the point sources. Note that the

dark arc across the upper portion of image is an afefact of the image. See Figure l-5 or Figure 4-2

for unprocessed versions of this image. The latitude and longitude scales shown have units of

degrees.
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3.4 Golour image catalogue

To aid in comparing the information in different images with each other, several false

colour images were produced. The images were first log scaled to emphasize the faint

emission. Each image is coloured and then placed in a "layer" in an image processing

package. The layers are then combined using the "screen" algorithm. A combination of

software was used for this processing. The log scaling was done in ImageJ (see Appendix

2). This software takes the natural log (base e) of the value of each pixel in the image.

This was done twice resulting in a log scaling of base e" x 15. The colouring and

combining of the images was done using Gimp3. Further labeling was done using Adobe

Illustratora.

Several colour images were produced which show the data in various combinations.

Figure 3-13 to Figure 3-17 show the individual images coloured and log scaled since they

are in the final combined images. Figure 3-18 shows the combined radio data, i.e. the

1420I|dHz and 408 MHz images. Figure 3-19 includes the radio data as well as DTS97's

Hcr data and Nomandeau's (2000) HI. Finally, Figure 3-20 combines data at 1420lvftIz,

408 MHz, Hcr and 60 ¡rm infrared data from the IRAS satellite.

3 
http ://www.gimp.org/

o http ;//www.adobe. com/products/illustrator/main.htm I
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In these data we have emission from the HII regions W3, W4 and W5, the supernova

remnants FIB3 and 3C58, as well as the spiral galaxy, Maffei 2. Additionally there are

features which become more easily seen when combining the data such as the Hc¿

superbubble identified by DTS97. We have drawn a 3D morphological bubble over this

feature that is referred to as the eggs. We also define a fork which seems to be a

continuous branch of emission coming off the main shape of the egg. Figure 3-21 shows

these features labeled on the colour image of Figure 3-20. These features are discussed

further in Chapter 5.

There are some additional features labeled in Figure 3-21. The "rabbits ears", the HI

filaments, and the high latitude HI "spur" are neutral hydrogen features thought to be

associated with the chimney and were identified by Normandeau (1996, 2000). The

"wishbone" is a wishbone shaped feature centred at -134.9",7 .1.7" and most prominent in

the polarization data (see Figure 3-7 to Figure 3-10). All are labeled here for positional

reference purposes.

5 Note that this "egg" is not based on the Kompaneets model of BJM99 but is instead a morphological

contour of the intensity in the combined colour image.
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3.5 Measured intensity

The intensity of 56 regions that have been chosen to sample the interesting features are

measured in the 1420MÍIz and 408 MHz datasets as well as in polarized intensity. The

discussion in Chapter 5 will make reference to these measurements. In addition, these

measurements may be useful for further studies of the W4 region.

The 1420 MtIz data are convolved to the same resolution as the 408 MHz dat¿. The

polarized intensity has been convolved to 5'. These regions are square boxes measuring

10'x 10'(30 x 30 pixels). The Galactic Longitude and Galactic Latitude of the centre of

these 56 boxes, as well as the mean and standard deviation for each box are given in

Table 3-2. The positions of these boxes are labeled in Figure 3-22. The regions are

numbered by latitude, starting closest to the mid-plane.
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1420Nfr12 408Mf{z Pola¡ized
Intensitv

Region /c) åe) mean
rKt o

mean
tKl o

mean
tK) o Comments on position

I t35.22 0.01 9.192 0.753 98.09 7.71 0.04: 0.022
lower, small W4 loop, "C"
IDTS97)

t34.71 0.1 10.01i t.t4c 108.3( 15.6( 0.03t 0.01É
lower, small W4 loop, "D"
rDTS97)

t33.9" 0.32 6.40',, 0.221 68.78 l.l 0.04s 0.01

t35.4t 0.3i 7.69: 0.38' 83.68 6.41 0.053 0.02¿ lower. small W4 loop

5 13s.32 0.4 6.39i 0.30( 72.22 2.0Í 0.06ó 0.01t lower- small W4 looo

É 32.21 0.52 5.1t 0.04( 59.41 0.8i 0.04', 0.02( below HB3
34.3C 0.7¿ 17.038 2.27Í 189.7( 24.55 0.03t 0.019 near "E" íDTS97)

8 32.4C 0.8i 6.s6: 0.16t 81.5( 6.0t 0.03i 0.018 HB3
36.0 0.8( 6.49( 0.068 69.8( 0.s9 0.03c 0.015 between W4 & W5

I 34.75 0.9( 16.50: 3.495 r93.78 41.6: 0.033 0.01r ocl352- "sc" íDTS97)
1l 3s.2( 0.9i 16.45t 1.90( t79.65 20.0( 0.062 0.02s .A" IDTS97)

36.81 t.0i t3.98t 2.62( 152.0 31.6i 0.06( 0.02t rù/5

33.7 l.l 108. l7t 97.t2( 807.6A 399.9i 1.611 1.53i w3
33.2 t.3t 7.19( 0.124 83.5( 4.59 0.07: 0.023 between W3 & tIB3

I 134.81 1.31 9.37(. t.02s 103.6t 13.32 0.031 0.015
upper, small W4 loop, "O"
IDTS97)

I 35.4 1.4: 7.415 0.41s 78.4( 4.1(, 0.032 0.01

I 35.6 2.02 6.1I 0.19t 64.78 2.1 0.025 0.01: near "F" íDTS97)
I 32.81 2.0(. 6.05! 0.14( 70.01 3.5 I 0.04i 0.02( ITB3

l9 37.7: 2.22 5.07( 0.01i 59.6t 0.7', 0.084 0.02:
2C 33.64 2.26 6.07( 0.191 63.8( 2.01 0.05( 0.01ç near "M" íDTS97)
2t 35.8i 2.5t 5.53J 0.12: 57.2: l.34 0.021 0.01 ridøe(5.1.2\
22 34.4i 2.5t 5.224 0.06i s7.6( 1.09 0.191 0.048 polarized knot 15. 1.4.2)

23 35.04 3.01 5.188 0.01 54.23 1.3 0.041 0.021 ridse (5.1.2\

2¿ 32.49 3.0i 4.824 0.016 51.1 0.6a 0.05( 0.021 side "break" 15.1.1)

2: 33.9( 3.23 5.28: 0.044 54.t',t 0.9t 0.04Í 0.01( ridee (5.1.2)

2( 36.1 3.22 5.23t 0.03f 54.71 0.7t 0.021 0.011 eggshell

2i 34.85 3.5t 4.881 0.021 49.9C 0.5( 0.08( 0.01t Iow emission reeion (5.1.1

28 33.01 3.7t 4.80i 0.01: 51. t 0.6( 0.04t 0.02( side "break" (5.1.1
.)C

36.1 1 3.9( 5.1 04 0.011 54.0¿ 0.65 0.03r 0.011 near "G" íDTS97)
3( 34.39 4.0i 4.81 0.094 48.44 2.1 0.1il 0.01 low emission reeion 15.l.l
31 33.21 4.23 4.90: 0.03( 49.98 0.7r 0.041 0.01 side "break" 15.l.l)
J2 35.31 4.29 4.74( 0.01( 48.78 0.48 0.072 0.01: low emission reeion (5.1.1)

J 34.1( 4.42 4.78( 0.01l 48.68 0.7" 0.058 0.01t low emission region (5.1.1)

34 36.04 4.41 s.039 0.01i 52.81 0.8, 0.032 0.01r eggshell

35 34.9i 4.44 4.774 0.01I 47.9( 0.5( 0.07( 0.014 low emission resion 15.l.l
3( 37.0E 4.47 4.99( 0.01( 51.8t 0.73 0.08( 0.01t

31 3 r.981 4.5" 4.85i 0.0121 50.7i 0.71 0.041 0.01J

38 35.91 4.8i 4.96: 0.0 r31 5t.79 0.471 0.0481 0.024 eggshell

39 32.83 4.8i 4.984 0.001 52.6i 0.ssl 0.0381 0.0181 eøøshell
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1420ì\/ftIz 408 MÉIz
Polarized
Intensitv

Region
! /(T åf) mean

tK) 6
mean
tK) o

mean
tK) o Comments on position

4C 134.91 4.9! 4-83t 0.010 48.7't 0.6c 0.09"1 0.01t low emission region (5.1.1)

4t t33.2 5.0; 4.984 0.00! 49.4E 0.4t 0.03: 0.01i essshell

42 135.38 5.0t 4.87( 0.04't 49.4C 0.6: 0.05t 0.019

43 t35.6J 5.4: 4.92( 0.0il 51.r4 0.5t 0.02t 0.014 eggshell, near "H" (DTS97)

44 134.0( 5.61 4.93: 0.0r3 48.81 0.6( 0.039 0.012

4: 133.1 5.7: 5.05: 0.031 51.3',, 0.6i 0.019 0.00f eøøshell- near "K" íDTS97)

4( 135.3t 5.78 4.94: 0.012 50.4t 0.8r 0.04 0.021 es4shell
4i 133.5( 6.2(. 5.01: 0.013 49.6( 0.7: 0.03( 0.01, essshell
48 t34.34 6.52 4.93i 0.01r 47.85 0.55 0.02: 0.01i eegshell

49 134.0t 6.51 4.932 0.01( 47.65 0.61 0.02', 0.01I toD "break" (5.1.1)

5( 133.7t 6.71 4.99( 0.01; 47.52 0.58 0.03: 0.014 eøøshell- near "I' íDTS97)

5t L35.5¿ 6.75 4.84( 0.0r, 49.45 0.8: 0.02t 0.014

5t t34.9i 6.8¿ 4.94i 0.04f 49.99 0.8( 0.039 0.01 polarized wishb one (5. 1.4. 1)

5 135.8ç 7.1 4.962 0.02( 46.6t 0.6i 0.02: 0.04( fork (5.1.1't

54 135. I 7.21 4.803 0.00t 49.1 0.8t 0.021 0.011

5J 134.3't 1a( 4.941 0.042 48.6( 0.65 0.038 0.01i oolarized wishbone ( 5.1.4.1

5( 135. I 7.52 4.851 0.02c 48.01 0.8c 0.032 0.0 tr nolarized wishb one 15. 1.4. 1)

Table 3-2: Mean intensity and standard deviations (o) for the fifty-six l0'xl0' boxes shown inFigure3-22.

Measurements were done for the 1420 MHz data (convolved to the resolution of the 408 MHz data),

408 MFIZ data, and polarized intensity (convolved to 5'). Comments indicate where correspondences

exist with significant features. Features are discussed in the sections indicated in parentheses. Where

a box is co-spatial with a point measured by Dennison et al. @TS97) (points "4" through "O",

Figure 4-2), the point is indicated.
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4: Analysis

In section 4.1 emission levels at 1420 and 408 lvftIz are compared by

means of a spectral index map. This is done as an effort to determine

whether the emission of a particular region is thermal or non-thermal. The

relevance of this analysis in assessing the W4 chimney candidate is

explained.

Section 4.2 presents an exploration of the magnetic field in the W4 region

by means of producing a rotation measure map and utilising the Hc¿ data

of DTS97 to estimate the egg's electron density.

4.1 Spectral index

4.1.1 Computing the spectral index map

A relatively flat temperature spectral index (B <2.6) for the interior of the W4 egg region

would support the chimney model for this region since it would suggest that cosmic rays

(CRs) are transported by convection and have the energy necessary to escape. If this is

also true at higher latitudes then the chimney could be a contributer to the observed CRs

in the halo. See section 2.I.3 for additional information. To investigate this, a temperature
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spectral index map over the W4 region was produced using the CGPS 408 MHz and 1420

MFIz continuum data.

Often plots of V¡ vs V2, referred to as T-T plots, are used to determine spectral indices as

opposed to producing a map. T-T plots offer some advantages such as having the ability

to identifu an offset in the data. However T-T plots are dominated by the low resolution

information where maps are not, offering the advantage of being able to spatially

discriminate features which is particularly desirable in this case.

Temperature spectral index maps for the W4 region have been produced by both Kallas,

Reich, and Haslam (1983, hereafter KRH83) and Reich and Reich (1988, hereafter

RR88). In both cases the resolution of the maps is much lower than the -4'resolution of

the 408 Ìv[Llz data;48' in the case of KRH83 and 2.5" for the RR88 map. The higher

resolution in the CGPS data will provide some additional insight into the morphology of

the region.

The maps of KRH83 and RR88 use the same data that have been added to the CGPS data

in the form of short spacings (recall section 3.2.I,the data in the spectral index maps of

KRH83 and RR88 have been convolved to match other datasets). Thus it is reasonable to

apply results from their maps to our data.

We are interested in computing the spectral index for the W4 region itself and therefore

we wish to remove the emission that is occurring in front of W4 (i.e. ambient Galactic
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foreground emission), behind W4 (i.e. extra-Galactic contributions), contributions from

the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), and instrumental contributions.

The KRH83 map presents results for the "background" radiation that is in fact the

ambient "foreground" radiation and thus does not include the radiation from the W4

region. They find that in the region along the line of sight to W4 there is an intervening

large scale "Steep Spechal Feature" (SSF) extending from / : 110o to I : I70o.

Comparisons with maps of starlight polarization show a striking alignment of

polarization vectors with the SSF and imply distances of 100 to 200 pc. Other

observations imply distances up to 500 pc, but this is still much closer than the adopted

distance to W4 of 2300 pc. The results fromthis map are important since they define the

spectral index of this intervening foreground emission. This result is used to remove the

contribution of the SSF from our map.

The results of RR88 are also useful since they calculate an offset temperature , To¡, which

includes the contributions to the brightness temperature, I¡, (see section 2.1) at 1420

MHz and 408 MHz from the cosmic microwave background radiation and from extra-

Galactic sources as well as zero-level corrections to the data. Their values for these

quantities were subtracted from our data before making the spectral index map. Table 4-1

summarizes the offset correction of Zssr from KRH83 and To¡from RR88.
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zssr KI 6RH83) T.tr[K] (RR88)

1420}y4Hz -0.48 2.8 + 0.03

408 MHz -20.5 3.7 +0.85

Table 4-l: Offset corrections for the spectral index map.

The contributions to the detected emission from the various descriptions presented in the

literature are summarized

Tob""-"d =To.bi"nt *',"::,0*Tirrt*."ntot ( 4-1 )

where

To^b¡"nt = Tcru + Tutrogol*,i"

To¡ = Torbirnt *Tirst^r"rtol

Tobr"*"d =Trr, +T* (4-2)
maP

i.T.rt =Tob""*rd -Tqf
moP

T,^, is the sum of all Galactic objects along the line of sight including contributions from
map

HII regions and supernova remnants (SNRs) but also includes the contribution of the

steep spectral feature detected by KRH83. Therefore to find T*o , Tr* must be
region

subtracted

11_.¡¡1-tIy4 -ttotal -l,tsF
region map

(4-3 )
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and in terms of contributions of the components of Galactic emission (see section 2.1.3)

T*o
reg¡on

_ '71
-tHtt

regions

+4"o *Tur¡d*t
difise
non-themal

( 4-4\

The high spatial resolution of the CGPS da'ta enable one to distinguish 4r" (i.". Fß3)

from Tr,, (i.e. W3/W4|W5).
regioß

The third term in Eq. (a-a) is the residual diffuse non-thermal emission since Zr* is

largely due to diffuse non-thermal emission in the Galaxy and most of the diffuse

component has been subtracted off when creating the map. We note that this is likely a

significant contribution to the error in our map since some of the emission from Z"r. may

be originating in the W4 region itself. Without subtracting the SSF, the map steepens on

avetage by about 0.2 to 0.3.

Additionally, there may be -I5% systematic enor in the CGPS data (see section 3.2).

This conhibutes to an enor in our temperature spectral index map such that the absolute

Ievel of this spectral index map is uncertain by -5% and internally there is -2.5o/o error.

For this reason, the map must be discussed in relative terms (i.e. steeper vs flatter). It is

possible to make a reasonable estimate at the absolute scale by comparing the values in

the map with expected values (see Table 2-1) since the region contains several HII

regions and the supernova rernnant, FIB3. Further indication of the absolute scale can be
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found by comparing our data with previously published results. See section 4.I.2.1 for

these comparisons.

Since the 408 MFIZ data is at a lower resolution (3.5' x 4') than the 1420 MFIz data (1' x

l.I4'), the latter must be convolved so that the two data sets have matching resolution

(Figure 3-5). This was accomplished usimg mosconv which is part of ihe DRAO export

software package (see Appendix t).

The spectral index map was produced by applying Eq. (zag pixel by pixel to the 1420

MFIz and 408 MHz images after the baselevel corrections were made according to Eq. (4-

3) and using the values from Table 4-1. This was accomplished using the public domain

program, ImageJ (see Appendix2).

4.1.2 Resulfs of the temperature spectral index map

Figure 4-l illustrates the resulting temperature spectral index map.

4.1.2.1 Comparing our map with values from the literature

By comparing the values in the temperature spectral index map with expected canonical

values (see Table 2-L) and with previously published results \¡/e may attempt to establish
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an absolute scale for the map. The regions compared are the HII regions, W3/W4/W5 and

the supernova remnant HB3.

The HII regions should have a temperature spectral index from 0< P < 2.1 (see section

2.1.3).In our map the HII regions have B <2.1, ranging between 1.9 and 2.0 ove.r much

of the region. This was cietermined visualiy using the image visuaiization tooi kview

which is part of the Karma6 package. Karma's pseudo-colounnap Glynn Rogersl was

applied and adjusted to show the maximum colour discrimination over the range of

interest (i.e. from about F : 1.5 to Þ : 2.2).In the case of W3 the temperature spectral

index goes as low as -1.6. These comparisons indicate that the p from our map are within

the expected range.

Supernova remnants have on average, þ = 2.5 (see Table 2-l).In the case of FIB3, its

spectral index has been previously published. Normandeau (1996) and references therein

give values of c¿ : 0.5 + 0.2, 0.64 t 0.01 and 0.60 + 0.04 for the integrated emission of

FIB3. These correspond to B :2.5 * 0.2,2.64 + 0.01 and2.60 + 0.04 respectively. our

map indicates that the filaments of the SNR have a B between 2.3 and 2.4, as determined

by visual inspection. These results indicate that the values on our map are too low by

between 0.2 and 0.3. We note that this result is equivalent to the difference found when

producing a temperature spectral index map without first subtracting the SSF.

6 
http ://www.atnf.csiro.ar¡./computing/softw arelkarmal
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Figure 4-1: Temperature spectral index map after subtracting the irrelevant conhibutions to the detected

emission. Steep, non-thermal values of B are shown white and flatter, thermal B values are shown as

black. Note that the HII regions (i.9. W3iTV4l!V5) have an expected thermal temperature spectral

index. Note also that the egg region is traced by a flatter (darker, blacker) temperature spechal index

than the surrounding region. The latitude and longitude scales shown have units of degrees.

o
J
6

d
d
A

splndex,/SP.INDEXf = t.drao
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We considered adopting an offset value of +0.2 when discussing values of temperature

spectral index from our map to correct for the difference of HB3 from previously

published results. This would essentially be equivalent to using the map without the SSF

removed. KRH83 provide evidence that the SSF is in fact a feature occurring in front of

W4 and thus we argue its removal is necessary to distinguish between W4 and the

foreground ernission. Additionally the values of B from our map are consistent with

expected values for thermal regions. Therefore, this offset is not adopted, but it is, at

times, considered when discussing the results.

4.1.2.2 Features of the temperature spectral index map

The following are notable features of the spectral index map (Figure 4-1). The values of p

given have been determined by visual inspection:

The regions immediately surrounding W3/W4IW5 exhibit a thermal spectral

index (B = 1.9). The supemova remnant, HB3 has a steeper, synchrotron spectral

index (B =2.3 to 2.4).

A flatter temperature spectral index (B x 2.I to 2.3) is evident over much of the

region defined by the egg (Figure 3-20) as compared to the "exterior" region

outside the egg (but which is not obviously part of w3/!v4^v5 or FIB3). The

exterior region has B > 2.3 which is consistent with diffuse synchrotron emission.

l.

2.
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3. The higher longitude "wall" of the chimney (l x 136) exhibits a spectral index

gradient. It has a thermal spectral index at low latitudes and gradually steepens by

about 0.1 from þ x 2.1to B = 2.2. The lower longitude "wall" (l x I33.5") exhibits

a sharper profile, abruptly changing spectral index by -0.1 at b = 2.2o.

4. There is a roughly horizontal band of flatter temperature spectral index of þ x 2.I

at b x 3' which runs between the walls and separates two steeper regions above

and below. The difference between the flat region and the steeper regions is

>-0.1. The region belowthis band is especially steep (B =2.3).

5. At high latitudes (á > 6.5') the spectral index is flat (B * 2.1) over most of the

region including the chimney with the exception of a local steepening to þ x 2.3

in a roughly elliptical region centred at -(135.5", 7o) with a position angle -45o

and with dimensions -1o x 0.7" which is coincident with the "wishbone" (see

Figure 5-7).

6. The steepest extended regions (not including the point sources) on the image are

directly above W5 at I x 137.5" running from å ^, 1.5o to b x 3'with þ =2.4 and

several small steep regions below \M4 and some west of HB3 near the bottom of

the image. These small regions have þ>-2.5.

The fact that the temperature spectral index map traces the region of the egg is supportive

of the idea that the region is associated and a single coherent structure. The spectral index

within the structure is not very steep which according to Lisenfeld & Völk (2000), rules

out diffusion transport of CRs. The flatter spectral index, i.e. p = 2.3, indicates that

convection is possibly occurring and that energy losses due to synchrotron radiation are
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not signihcant. Note that even with the offset of 0.2 added, the temperature spectral index

is less than2.6 which is still flat enough to suggest a convection model.

The additional spectral index features noted here will be discussed further in Chapter 5 in

the context ofthe other data.
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4.2 Magnetic field of the egg-shaped structure

Basu et al. @JM99) propose a swept up magnetic field, tangential to the shell, is present

in the W4 chimney/superbubble that potentially has a stabilizing effect on the structure. If

the field is predominantly in a direction along the shell, then it should have only a small

component along the line of sight. An examination of the rotation measure will give us

the line of sight component of the magnetic field that may help reveal some of the

magnetic field of the structure.

If one can determine both the rotation measure and the electron density in a region, one

may use Eq. (2-32) to determine the line of sight component of the magnetic field in that

region. The absolute Hct flux measurements presented by Dennison et al. (DTS97)

provide a means for computing the electron density in the region.

Assuming that one observes a limb brightened shell, with the front and back "skin" of the

shell of comparable electron density to the observed edges, one may find the electron

densþ in the edges of the shell and then derive the electron density at the front and back

of the shell using geometrical considerations. This "skin" of electrons acts as a Faraday

rotator to the background polarized radiation.

Although the Faraday rotation along the limbs of the egg are severe enough to nearly

completely depolarize the region, the projected centre of the egg is still somewhat

polarized since there is less path length through the rotating medium. Thus the rotation
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measure will be determined for the polarized emission in the projected centre of the egg

and also for polarized emission with lines of sight not passing through the egg. By

comparing these it may be possible to estimate the amount of rotation due to the egg's

skin and using Eq. Q-32) the magnetic field in its shell may be determined.

4.2.1 Calculating the electron density in the eggsheil

DTS97 determined absolute Ha fluxes for the shell in units of Rayleigh; where 1

Rayleigh [R] is defined as 106/4n photons cm-2 s-l sr-t. Fro- the Hc¿ fluxes and some

assumptions about geometry, one may determine an electron density in the shell.

DTS97 assume a spherical geometry for a shell with a radius, r. They define a shell

thickness, s, and determine a radius to thickness ratio, rls : 12. This is reasonable since

the wall thickness is between 0.25o and 0.5o and the total height of the shell is -6.5o.

Taking half of the height to be equal to the radius and a thickness of 0.3o, one finds a

ntio,3.25/0.3 æ 11. A shell thickness of 0.27'would give a ratio of 12. At a distance of

2.3 kpc (Normandeau 2000) a shell thickness of between 0.25" and 0.5o corresponds to a

physical size between 10 pc and20 pc.

Using the spherical geometry assumed by DTS97, it can be determined that

EM, = EM,F! (4-s)
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(DTS97), where EMs is the emission measure in the shell as seen along the line of sight

and EMl is the emission measure perpendicular to the shell. In Hcr, emission measure is

defined as the square of the electron density, n", integrated over the path lengfh, /

EM= (4-6)

If rls : 12, using Eq. (a-5) DTS97 find

EM, x 5EM t. (4-7 )

And from Eq. (a-6)

EMt = n25. (4-8)

Assuming a temperature of 104K, which is the temperature expected in warm ionized gas

regions, 1 R is equivalent to an emission measure , EM = 2.8 pc 
"--6. 

Using this, EMs can

be found from DTS97's Hc¿ flux measurements. Then using Eqs. (a-f and (4-8) the flux

measurements may be converted to electron densities. The Hc¿ flux was measured at four

locations in the shell labeled H,I, J and K (Figure 4-2).Table 4-2 gives these values and

I

!"3at.
0
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the corresponding electron densities that have been calculated for the shell and for our

line of sight towards the shell.

4.2.2 Computing the rotation measure

Recall from section 2.2.5 that rotation measure (RM) may be computed from Eq. Q4a)

which we remind the reader is

V =Vo + RM .22 (4-e)

where rys is the intrinsic angle, kM is the rotation measure and .X" is the wavelength of

observation. The form of Eq. (a-9) is that of a linear function of qvs Å? with a slope

equal to RM. Eq. (4-9) may be used if one has Stokes Q and Stokes U observations at

several different frequencies.

Since the polarization data from the Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory is

acquired in four separate 7.5}l4Hz bands þlus a 5 MHz gap at the H-spectral line; see

Chapter 3), it is possible to plot ty vs ?"2 and obtain a value for the rotation measure for

every pixel in the image. The Stokes Q and U images are typically examined (and used to

create polarized intensity and polarization angle images) with the four bands merged.

However, to create the rotation measure map, the images from the individual bands,
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^îable 4-2: Electron density calculation.

Figure 4-2: Hs. image and labels reproduced with permission from DTS97. The electron density was

computed at points H, I, J, and K.

Location Ho flux [R]
IDTS97)

EMs
lpc cm-2

EMt
lnc cm-21

nrfcm-'f
(s: 10 pc)

n"fcm-'f
(s:20 pc)

H 6.7 t8.76 3.75 0.61 0.43
I 0.7 t.96 0.39 0.20 0.14
J 2.7 7.56 1.51 0.39 0.27
K 5.8 16.24 3.25 0.57 0.40

Average 4t3 l1+7 2.2 + 1.5 0.44 + 0.19 0.31* 0.13
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Iabeled A, B, c and D, for both stokes Q and stokes u are required (8 images). At each

wavelength the polarization angle, 14must be obtained.

We'use Brown's (2002) method for "unwrapping" the polarization angles (see section

2.2.5). The RM is evaluated for each pixel of the image using the procedure of

calculating the polarization angle for each band and peiforming a least squares fit to the

resulting values as described in section 2.2.5.

4.2.2.1 Confidence in the RM values

Reliable values of RM may only be obtained for pixels that are sufficiently polarized and

for which a sufftciently conf,rdent least squares fit may be obtained. Thus some criteria

are needed to eliminate unreliable pixels before the RM map may be examined.

The polarized intensity for each pixel was computed from Q and U maps which were

convolved to a resolution of 5' (see Figure 3-9). Pixels with a polarized intensity less than

the Sovalue of 0.05 K (see section 3.2.3) were flagged and RMs for those pixels are not

included in the final map.

Secondly, the linear correlation coefficient, r, was computed for each fit of yt(?rz) vs 12.

The linear conelation coefficient is a means to measure the probabilify that a linear

relationship exists between two variables. For N = 4 points, r is given by:
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( 4-10 )

@evingfon & Robinson 1992). This coefficient is calculated for each least squares f,rt for

each pixel. Pixels with r < 0.9 (i.e. the probability of linear correlation is 90%) are also

flagged and the RM for these pixels are not considered.

The RM was calculated for each pixel according to Eq. (2-46). After computing a

complete map, pixels not meeting the above criteria were set to zero. An averaged map

was then computed by dividing the map into a grid of small, square boxes measuring 5.3'

x 5.3' and finding the average value of pixels contained in each box, excluding pixels

with a value of zero. An annotation file for the Karma image analysis tool was then

produced to graphically display the map (see Figure 4-3). These computations were done

using a set of locally developed plugins for the image analysis software, ImageJ (see

Appendix 2).

4.2.3 The rotation measure map

Figure 4-3 (see also Figure 4-4 andFigure 4-5) presents a graphical representation of the

rotation measure map that uses square and circle symbols of different sizes overlaid on

the polarized intensity map. The squares, coloured yellow, represent a negative sign of

the rotation measure while the circles, coloured blue, indicate rotation measure with a

positive sign. From Eq. Q-32) it can be seen that the direction of the magnetic field will

NLtlv,.
NZþ|)' -E ^)' -

NLv'i -Er)'
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determine the sign of the rotation measure as electron density is a scalar quantity and path

length is defined to be positive in a direction from the source to the receiver. This results

in a positive rotation measure when the line of sight component of the magnetic field is

directed towards the observer. Conversely, a negative rotation measure will result when

the line of sight component of the magnetic field is directed away from the observer.

We wish to determine an expected value for the rotation measure in the extended

emission of the ambient Galactic medium and distinguish this from the W4 chimney

candidate. Since the RM varies across extended regions, rotation measure histograms

were produced for 1.3" x 1.3o regions on the image. Regions of this size were chosen

because the RM seems to vary from positive to negative over regions of this scale (see

Figure 4-3). Since the rotation measure map values were obt¿ined by averaging square

boxes measuring 5.3'x 5.3'(see section 4.2.2.1), each 1.3o x 1.3o region contains225

RM measurements which gives statistically signifîcant counts given a chosen bin size of

32 radlmz. The histograms show how the rotation measure varies in the region and to

compare the values, the mean, mode, and standard deviations were computed in each

region (see Table 4-3).

Regions I and 2 in Figure 4-6 arc positioned in the projected central region of the egg.

Region 10 is positioned over a portion of the egg's "shell" (eggshell) which has sufficient

polarized intensity according to the criteria in section 4.2.2.1 for computing a reliable

RM.
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Figure 4-7: Histogram plots of the regions illustrated in Figure 4-6. The íurangement of the plots is similar

to the layout of the regions on the image. The bins are the same for all plots having a range of 32

radJm2 per bin and shown for the bottom three plots. Note that the bin from 12 radlmz to 0 has been

excluded in these plots because that bin contains the points that have been set to zero. Thus it is

dominated by the null values and distracting when visually examining the plots. Also note that the

exclusion of this bin does not affect the statistics listed in Table 4-3 because for the computations,

only zero values were excluded (and not all values in the bin).
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Region Mode
RM

ftad/m2\

Mean
RM

(rad/m2\

Standard
Deviation

1 -236.7 -90.4 169
2 -184.s -96.7 158
J -178.7 -108.s t73
4 -200.2 -197.8 158
5 l-ve RM) -91.3 -r82.4 109
5 f+ve RM) 78.4 211.5 122
6 -127.6 -107.8 t77
t/_--ñt^/ I -Ve l(lvl I -24s.6 -l / l.ö rut
7 (+ve RM) 17r.7 205.0 120
8 -15 1.1 -155.0 184
9 -212.3 -129.7 t8s
l0 l-ve RM) -154.7 -17r.6 il1
10 l+ve RM) 153.1 t75.0 t02

Table 4-3: Statistics for the RM histogams of Figure 4-7. Regions 5, 7 and 10 exhibit double peaked

histograms (see Figure 4-7) and so statistics have computed on the peaks separately; that is, separate

statistics have been preformed for RMs below and above zero.

Not all of the remaining regions chosen for the histogram plots are good comparison

regions. This is because some of those regions are positioned over known features in the

Galaxy and thus are not good representative regions of ambient Galactic emission. In

particular, Region 5 is positioned over W5 that is described by Gray et al. (1999) as being

a "polarized lens", that is a region of smoothly varying polarization angle. Region 7 is

almost directly below W3 which being the most intense source of the W3/W4AJV5

complex, may contribute to this region not being a good representative of the ambient

Galaxy. It should be noted that these regions both exhibit a double peaked histogram. It

may be that the negative RM peak is representative of the ambient Galaxy, while the

positive RM peak is more representative of the RM due to the regions (i.e. W5 and W3)

themselves.
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The histograms for the remaining regions, 3, 4, 6,8, and 9 all have a similar general

shape, with a single negative RM peak and a Poisson-like distribution. Table 4-4

summarizes the st¿tistics of these regions for easier comparison. The mode values for

these regions range from-127.6 rad/rr| b 112.3 rudlmz and the mean values range from

-107.8 rad/m2 to -197.8 rad/m2.

Region -l (") -b () Mode
RM

kad/m2\

Mean
RM

ftad/m2\

Standard
Deviation

J r37 4 -r78.7 -108.5 173
4 138 2.75 -200.2 -197.8 158

6 135.5 -0.5 -t27.6 -107.8 t77
8 t32 -0.5 -15 1.1 -155.0 184

9 l3t 0.75 -212.3 -129.7 185

Table 4-4: Summary of statistics for regions that are good candidates for being considered as representing

the ambient Galactic medium.

The histograms for Regions I and 2 have a different general shape when compared with

the histograms of the regions listed in Table 4-4. Although they too have a single

negative RM peak, the peak appears to be broader and skewed more towards the positive

RMs. The modes in these regions of -236.7 rad/mz and -184.5 rad/mz are not significantly

different that those listed in Table 4-4. However the means in these regions of -90.4

rad/mz and -96.7 rad/mz are smaller than any of those in Table 4-4. This suggests that

perhaps these regions have a contribution from the ambient Galactic medium which

produces the peak of the distribution, but it is the rotation occurring in the eggshell which

is causing the distribution to be skewed.
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In an attempt to determine the RM contribution of the egg, we compare the means of the

regions listed in Table 4-4 with the means of Regions 1 and 2. We estimate that the

contribution of the eggshell is -r45 rad/mz. That is, ambient radiation which would

otherwise exhibit a RM of --140 radlm2 if not passing through the eggshell instead,

exhibits an average RM of --95 radlmz due to rotation from the ionized gas and magnetic

field in the eggshelL The error on this value is estimated to be -35 rad/mz based on the

spread in values of Table 4-4.

-/ (') -å (') Mean RM
kad/m2\

Error

t36.5 4.53 -79 71

135.5 r.57 -293 237
1,34.5 -0.84 -l0l 20
133.5 t.73 -243 57

Table 4-5: Point source RM data averaged into I degree bins @rown 2002).

Brown Q002) computed RMs for point sources in the CGPS survey and gives averaged

values for lo bins. Table 4-5 lists the values she gives that are relevant for comparison

with our data. The data are consistent within error. Uyaniker et al (2003) compared

histograms of RMs of compact sources versus extended emission and found a greater

spread apparent in the RM of the compact sources. These data, although limited in scope,

are consistent with this conclusion since the spread in the mean values of the RMs of the

point sources in Table 4-5 is significantly larger than the spread in the values of the RMs

of the extended emission inTable 4-4.
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4.2.4 Calculating the magnetic field

Recall Eq. (2-32) can be rearranged to give

o -RMI)tt 
--" Kn"l

(4-ll )

where Btt is the line of sight component of the magnetic field, .RM is the rotation measure,

K is a constant equaling 0.812 prG-tcm-3pc-1, n, is the electron density, and I is the

distance through which the radiation is being rotated. Values for kM, n,, and / have been

determined and thus a value for Btt may be calculated.

In section 4.2.1the electron density for the eggshell was calculated to be 0.44 + 0.19 cm-3

for 10 pc thick walls 0.31 + 0.13 cm-3 for 20 pc thick walls. In section 4.2.3 the rotation

measure due to these walls with the assumed ambient contribution removed was

estimated to be +45 + 35 rad/mt. Using Eq. (a-11) we find Bt:9 + I pG for 20 pc thick

walls and Bx: 13 + 1l pG for 10 pc thick walls and in a direction that is towards the

observer.

Beck (2001) and references therein give the total field strength of the local Galaxy as

being 6 + 2 pG, decreasing to -5 ¡rG for a Galactocentric radius of I 1 kpc which is the

approximate distance of the W4 region. The uniform component of the magnetic field is

2to4 pG.Brown (2002) andreferencesthereingivealocalfieldstrength of -2.2¡tG.
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The values of the egg's field agrees with the estimated ambient magnetic field to within

the error. However, the error is substantial and if we compare our best estimates of the

line of sight magnetic field (i.e. 9 ¡rG and 13 pG) to the ambient field the suggestion is

that the egg may have a slightly greater magnetic field than the surrounding ambient

mediurn. If our assumed contribution to the RM by the ambieüt medium is low, resulting

in a high estimate of the RM due to the egg, then our calculated line of sight magnetic

field decreases to a value that is within the ranges presented by Beck (2001) and Brown

(2002).

Recall from section I.2 that the "v" shaped HI fïlament observed by Normandeau (1996)

has a velocity signature that suggests it is moving towards the observer. This suggests

that the egg as a whole may be tilted towards the observer. Since the orientation of the

line of sight component of the magnetic field due to the egg is also likely towards the

observer, there is support for Basu et al.'s (BJM99) prediction of a tangentially oriented

magnetic field, but of which only a small line of sight component is observed.
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5: Discussion and Conclusions

The W4 region is presented as an object that is in an evolutionary stage

between that of a superbubble and a chimney. In section 5.1.1, the

discussion foouses on the morphology of the region in the various datasets.

Timescales and formation scenarios presented in the literature and the

ways in which our observations support or refute these theories are

discussed in section 5.I.2. In addition, in section 5.1.3 we attempt to

assess the likelihood that this region provides a mechanism for ionizing

radiation to escape to the Galactic halo.

Sections 5.1.4 and 5.1.5 discuss other interesting features in our data

which are not likely related to the egg region.

5.1 Discussion

The W4 star forming complex has features of Norman & Ikeuchi's (1989) conventional

chimney model, a broken HI shell allowing cosmic rays and UV photons to escape to

higher latitudes. The contrasting opinion of Dennison et al. @TS97) is that W4 is an

"apparently closed superbubble", a complete shell of HI with an inner layer of ionized

gas, which is trapping the UV photons and cosmic rays being produced by the star

cluster, OCI352. Theoretically, superbubbles evolve to become chimneys and are thus
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considered to be at an earlier evolutionary stage than chimneys. As a superbubble

expands, it will eventually reach a point where it fragments and bursts resulting in a

chimney (de Avillez &,Berry 2001 and references therein).

The radio continuum and polaúzation data supports the intermediate picture lying

behveen the tr¡.,o extrernes of superbubble and chimney. The egg morphology of the W4

region appears to be a superbubble which is in the process of fragmenting but which has

not yet reached the chimney stage. Dennison et al. @TS97) suggest that an earlier epoch

of star formation in a molecular cloud complex south of W4 may have contributed to the

formation of the W4 egg, but note that the remarkable alignment of OCI 352 with the

bubble shape suggest that OCI 352 is the dominant contributer. We support the

suggestion that OCI 352 is the dominant source of ionizing radiation for the egg but that

it is not solely responsible for the creation and evolution of the structure. Additionally,

we postulate that there is little matter remaining interior to the upper portion of the egg

and that any gas or cosmic rays that may have existed at an earlier stage of the

superbubble's existence have escaped through apparent breaks in the egg's structure. This

theory is supported by morphological evidence and by the temperature spectral index

map.

Evidence supporting the picture of a superbubble in a later stage of evolution as it has

begun to fragment is outlined in this chapter. The literature suggesting two or more stages

of star formation have occurred in the region is reviewed and the ways in which our

observations support this scenario are outlined. In addition, in section 5.1.4, some
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interesting polarization features that appear in the data and their possible relationship

with the W4 superbubble are discussed.

5.1.1 Superbubble or chimney?

The data shows strong evidence of associated emission appearing as one contiguous

structure beginning in the Galactic plane and extending up to a latitude of b - 6.7". The

evidence, including emission in the 1420 MHz, 408 MHz, Hcr, and IRAS (60 ¡rm)

datasets, reveals a striking, continuous egg-shaped structure (see Figure 3-21). At our

adopted distance of 2.3 kpc, the projected ellipse of the eggmeasures -4o wide by -5.5'

high which is -165 pc wide by -225 pc high. Atthis heightthe top of the eggextends

beyond the 1o distance of the Gaussian HI dishibution (135 pc) but not yet into the halo

which begins to dominate at a height of -500 pc (see section 1.1).

The polarization data is also consistent with a continuous structure since the

depolarization observed by Gray et al. (1999) in the lower latitude data continuously

traces up the "walls" of the egg. This is apparent in both Stokes Q and Stokes U and in

the polarized intensity map (see Figure 3-7 to Figure 3-9).
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In polarization angle Gray et al. (1999) def,ined a "cell size" as the scale over which the

polarization angle varies by 180'. The cells are visually apparent as a "mottling" of the

image. They find the cells range in size from 1'near W4 to -10'farther away to several

tens of arcminutes elsewhere in the image. This small scale mottling is observed to

follow the "walls" and it is coincident with the observed depolarization (Figure 3-10).

The continuous depolarization is strong evidence that the depolarizing emission is located

at the same distance as W4. In addition, the outline of the egg shape is visible as a region

of flatter temperature spectral index (see Figure 4-1). A colour image of the spectral

index map combined with the 1420 M}Jz data and the Hcr data @igure 5-1) further

illustrates this point.

The egg-shaped structure tapers at the top suggesting convergence or closure rather than

having the "cone-like", divergent shape of the chimney models (Norman & Ikeuchi

1989). The 1420 MHz and Ha definitely show this converging top and to lesser degree,

so does the 408 MJIz data.

Although, the data suggests the egg has a top, the shape does not have a uniform intensity

around the perimeter. There appear to be regions of lower intensity that suggest breaks in

the continuous structure.

Two main breaks appear in the structure, one near the top of the egg (çtoint 49, Figure

3-22 and Table 3-2) and one on the lower longitude side near b : 4o þoints 3I and 28,
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Figure 3-22 and Table 3-2).By visually inspecting each individual image at 1420IvftIz,

408 MHz and Hct, the centre coordinates and approximate widths for the two breaks were

identified. These are summarizedinTable 5-1.

1420Mflz 408lvftlz Hcr - width
l")

-width
(pc)

L-^^l- -¿ult'alt aL

top
134.77",5.59" 134.12",5.92" i35.080,5.97" 0.5 ¿U

break at
side

133.470,436 132.84",3.73" I33.56", 4.15" t.2 48

Table 5-l: Centre coordinates and approximate widths of "breaks" in the egg structure identified visually

in the 1420 lvftIz, 408 MIIz and Hc¿ data. Widths in pc are computed using our adopted distance of
2.3 kpc.

The breaks seem to be different in character with respect to the temperature spectral

index. Near the top break the temperature spectral index tends to be flatter (þ = 2.I), i.e.

more thermal, while at the side break the index steepens to B = 2.2 to 2.3 (see Figure 4-1

and Figure 5-1).

In addition to the breaks, there appears to be emission branching off the main egg

structure which we have nicknamed theþrk (see Figure 3-2L and Figure 5-2). A faint arc

of emission extends up from this fork and appears to arc back to the egg. This ørc of

emission is coincident with the polarization wishbone (see Figure 3-21 and later

discussion in this chapter).

The lower portion of the þrk does exhibit similar depolarization as the lower portion of

the wall, suggesting that the þrk is associated with the egg's emission. However it is
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unclear whether the continuing arc of emission is associated with the egg. A hand

tracing of the regions of higher emission including the fork and the apparent breaks are

illustrated in Figure 5-2.

Having identif,red breaks in the structure one must ask, is anything escaping?

Normandeau (2000) observed a vertical HI filament or "spur" extending from -(134.15o,

6.083') to -(134.175,7.25) and with a width -0.25o (see Figure 1-2, Figure 3-17, Figure

3-19 and Figure 3-2I). The f,rlament appears in several velocity channels from o : -38.46

km/s to u : -45.05 km/s, velocities which are consistent with chimney velocities.

Additionally at 408 MHz the filament appears directly above the apparent break in the

superbubble and also at the higher longitude edge of the break at the top of the egg

(Figure 5-2). This filament may be interpreted as being a portion of the egg's "skin" (i.e.

the eggshel[) that is being pushed out as it breaks. It suggests that an outflow is taking or

has taken place.

There is a distinctive region of very low intensity inside the egg's walls and above å =

3.5o þoints 30,32,33,35 and 40 in Figure 3-22 andTable 3-2). Figure 5-3 and Figure

5-4 show plots of the 1420\\/frIz data at frxed longitude (i = 134.68") and f,rxed latitude (å

:4.011o) respectively. In both plots this region of very low emission (< 4.8 K) is evident;

in Figure 5-3 the area runs from 3.5o < b < 4.8o and in Figure 5-4the area extends from

l34o < / < 135.5". The region has lower emission than even the regions exterior to the

egg.
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This low emission region is most obvious at 1420 MHz but is also apparent in both 408

MFIz and Hcr. There does appear, however, to be 60 ¡rm emission in this region from dust

which one would reasonably expect to find in the foreground and along the line of sight.

The low emission implies either that the region is evacuated of gas that would emit at

these wavelengths or that tlV photons contained within are being absorbed by dust. In the

former case, there is less column density along the Iines of sight passing through this

region and less intensity is observed.

In this low emission region, there are two horizontally oriented HI filaments positioned at

- b :3.75' which were first identified by Normandeau (1996) (see Figure 1-2, Figure

3-17, Figure 3-19 and Figure 3-21). These suggest that the gas within the region below å

= 3.75" is in fact being "trapped".

Additionally, a ridge of Hc¿ and 1420 MHz emission appears at -b :3o to 3.5o (points

21,23 and25 in Figure 3-22 and Table 3-2). The ridge at 1420},eIz is visible in Figure

5-2. Coincident with the 1420 MHz ridge is a flattening of the temperature spectral index

(see section 4.1.2.2, discussion point #4 and Figure 5-l). Below this ridge but above

point "O" (DTS97, Figure 4-2 or point 15 in Figure 3-22 and Table 3-2) the spectral

index steepens, indicating a shift between these two features from thermal emission near

both the ridge and point "O", to synchrotron emission. The synchrotron emission region

appears to be surrounded by thermal emission, suggesting perhaps, that the synchrotron

emitting electrons are trapped within.
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Latitude plot of 1420 MHz data at / = 134.68'
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Figure 5-3: Plot of intensity vs Galactic latitude in the 1420 Ìvftlz data at a fixed longitude of 134.68".
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Figure 5-4: PIot of intensity vs Galactic longitude in the 1420 lvftIzdata at a fixed latitude of 4.011'
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All this evidence supports the theory of a trapped lower region (i.e. south of b:3.75")

with an evacuated region above (i.e. north of b : 3.75"). This trapped region is in

addition to the trapped region below point "O" as discussed by DTS97.

5.1.2 Timescales andpossible formatÍon scenarios

Several authors have suggested that multiple epochs of star formation have occurred in

the region (Lada et al. 1978, Thronson et al. 1980, Carpenter, Heyer & Snell 2000,

Reynolds, Sterling & Haffner 2001) and DTS97 suggest that an earlier epoch of star

formation may be responsible for the creation of the superbubble that we call the egg.

Dennison et al. (DTS97) suggest that while an earlier generation of stars may not be

directly responsible for creating the egg, it may have contributed by creating a region of

reduced density due to the outflows from the stars which in turn allowed OCl352 to form

the egg shape in its relatively short 1.3-4.3 Myr lifetime.

Normandeau et al. (NTD96) calculate that the combined winds of the 9 O-type stars in

the cluster could blow-out the region up to a height of 110 pc in 5.7 Myr which they say

roughly agrees with cluster age estimates o13.7-4.3 Myr.

In light of Hcr evidence that the structure extends up to -230 pc, DTS97 calculate that

6.4-9.6 Myr would be required to allow suff,rcient expansion. They cite cluster ages of

1.3-2.5 Myr, which are smaller than those cited by NTD96, and thus claim that OCl352

cannot be solely responsible for the formation of the egg.
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Reynolds, Sterling & Haffner (2001) state that numerical simulations of blowouts

reaching heights of <1000 pc, as suggested by their observations of the large Hcr loop,

require times of 10-20 Myr. Thus they also suggest a multiple star forming epoch

scenario to explain the observations.

Using a Kompaneets model (see section 1.2) on the superbubble Basu et al. (BJM99) find

a best-fit age estimate of 2.5 Myr which is in agreement with age estimates for OCI 352.

However, the model also predicts a scale height of H - 25 pc which is much less than the

-140 pc that was measured for the region by Normandeau (2000). The scale height

evidence suggests that the model may not be appropriate. Additionally, if the multiple

star forming epoch scenario is adopted, it is not necessary for the egg structure to have

been formed on a timescale comparable to the age of OCl352.

The morphological evidence supports the multiple star forming epoch scenario. Near the

cluster there is relatively intense ^22 K emission. Around the cluster, but not

symmetrically centred on the cluster is a small, 1o or -40 pc loop visible in radio

continuum, infrared, and Ha emission with shell-like structure. This loop does not have a

constant limb brightness and is thus interpreted as having "broken out" in places.

(Terebey et al. 2003)
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Above or approximately coincident with the top of the Terebey et al. (2003) loop is the

Hcr filament identified by DTS97 þoint "O" in Figure 4-2) at b - 1.3'which is also

apparent at1420lvftIz. A box from 134.94" > l> 134.45" and 1.41o > b> 1.29" over this

filament has a mean value of 8.8 K. Above this filament the 1420 MHz intensity drops to

< 6 K. Between þ x 7.5" and b x 3.2o the intensity only drops from -6 K to -5.2K after

which one finds aridge where the intensity drops quickly to -4.75 K in the iow emission

region (see Figure 5-3 and Figure 5-4 and discussion in the previous section). Figure 5-5

shows a contour map highlighting these ridges. Further above this we find the upper limb

of the eggshell. \iVe postulate that this sequence of ridge,s may be the result of a series of

st¿r forming epochs in the region. Theoretical modeling is needed to test whether this

postulate is physically reasonable.

5.1.3 The halo connection

Dennison et al. @TS97) predict that the O-type stars in OCI 352 have a total output of

-2.3xl0s0 photons/s. Terebey et al. (2003) conclude that 40yo + 16 % (9.2x|0ae

photons/s) of this ionizing radiation escapes to heights >60 pc. They suggest that these

photons are available to contribute to ionizing the diffuse ionized gas and the upper

Galactic halo. Our observations suggest that some of these photons are ionizing the gas in

the upper portion of the egg.

Dennison et al. @TS97) predict that the Hc¿ surface brighûress of the upper portion of the

eggshell should be x20 R, which is well in excess of the 0.7 to 6.7 R that is actually
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observed (see Table 4-2). They propose that two small molecular clouds located just

above point "O" (Figure 4-2) are "shadowing" the upper portion of the shell, accounting

for the low observed values of the emission measure. In contrast, Terebey et al. (2003)

find that fewer photons than DTS97 predict are absorbed by the molecular clouds. A

schematic diagram summarizing this picture is provided by Figure 5-6.

We adopt the Terebey et al. picture that 40Yo of the photons are escaping the lower loop

and propose that some of these are ionizing the eggshell while others escape through the

breaks in the egg's structure. This hypothesis explains the observed deficiency in Ho

intensity in the upper portions of the egg.

The average value of the observed Hcr surface brightness for the four points, H through K

in Figure 4-2 is 4 R (where R is Rayleighs, see section 4.2.1 for a definition). If we

compare this to the predicted 20 R (DTS97) we find that -20%o (-1.8x104e photons/s) of

the photons escaping from the lower loop ionize the eggshell and the remaining -80%o of

the lower loop's radiation escape through the breaks.

If a simple comparison of the sizes of the areas of the breaks is done, one finds the side

break, having a width -48 pc, has approximately 6 times the area of the top break, which

has a width of -20 pc (Table 5-1). Thus approximately l4Yo (-1.0x1Oae photons/s) of the

80% of the photons escaping from the lower loop and not used for ionizing gas in the

shell, can escape through the top break. The remaining 86%ó (of the 80Yo; i.e. -6.3xl0ae

photons/s) may escape through the side break.
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Figure 5-6: Schematic diagram summarizing the results of Dennison et al. @TS97), Terebey et al. (2003)

and Reynolds et at. (2001) regarding the number of ionizing photons that are able to escape into the

Galactic halo. DTS97 predict that the upper shell should have an intensity of 20 R but it was observed

to have -li5 this intensity.
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In summary, the cluster produces of total flux of -2.3x10s0 photons/s, of which 40%

(-9.2xl0ae photons/s) escape the small loop (Terebey et al. 2003). Of the photons

escaping the loop, -20% (-1.8x104e photons/s) are needed to produce the observed

ionization in the upper shell of the egg; that is ilYo of the total flux. This leaves 32%o

Q7.4x|0ae photons/s) of the total f'lux that may escape through the breaks with 5%o

(-l.0xlOae photons/s) of the total photons produced by the cluster, escaping through the

upper break.

Reynolds, Sterling, & Haffner (2001) estimate that the total hydrogen ionization rate for

the large Hcr loop observed in the WIIAM data (Figure 1-4) is 3x1048 photons/s or -1.3%o

of OCI 352's total output. However, given that the loop subtends -0.4 sr as seen from the

cluster, approximately 40o/o of the cluster's luminosity must escape if such escape is

isotropic. Thus Terebey et al.'s (2003) prediction that 40Yo + I6yo of the cluster photons

escape is consistent with the WHAM data. Howeve4 -20%o of these photons are required

to produce the observed ionization in the upper eggshell as discussed above.

Additionally, only 5%o of the total cluster photons are predicted to escape through the top

of the egg.

If the constraint that most of the photons escape through the break at the side of the egg is

relaxed, then it is possible that enough photons would escape through the upper break to

produce the observed ionization in the large Hct loop.
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5.1.4 Polarization features

5.1.4.1 The wishbone

The aforementioned polarization wishbone is an unusual feature visible in both Stokes Q

and Stokes U as well as the polarized intensity and polarization angle maps. This feature

appears above the egg with approximate centre coordinates (134.9', 7.L667") (see Figure

5-7). The morphology of the object suggests a shell-like structure. A local steepening of

the spectral index is observed interior to the polarization "shell" (see section 4.1.2.2

discussion point #5). Additionally, FIJ spectral line data reveal an almost shell-like

structure (Figure 5-8) which is spatially coincident with the polarized emission over the

velocities from u : -13.72 km/s to a: -30.21kmls. The limb of this potential shell has an

inconsistent brightness which may mean that it is not a shell at all, or it may be the result

of confusing emission along the line of sight.

If the HI is associated with the polarized feature, the kinematic distance to the HI would

suggest that the object is -1.2 + 0.2 kpc away @rand &,BliÞ.1993). This is much closer

than the estimated 2.3 kpc distance to W4 and would suggest that this is a foreground

object, not associated with the egg.
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5.1.4.2 Bright knot of strong polarized intensity

A bright, "comma" shaped, knot of strong polarized intensity with approximate centre

coordinates of (134.5", 2.58") is observed (see Figure 3-9). It is -0.5" wide and -0.2o

high and has a peak intensity of 0.46 K at full resolution (-1'). A tight box around the

object extending from å = 2.45o to b:2.65' and from /: 134.8o to I : 134.3'has a mean

intensity of 0.16 K. The object appears near the base of the "rabbits ears" which are

visible in both HI and 60 pm IRAS dust emission. However, there is no clear

morphological evidence of an association. The SIMBAD database, operated at the Centre

de Données astronomiques de Strasbourg (CDS), Strasbourg, France, was searched for

coincident catalogue objects. Table 5-2 gives a complete listing of the objects contained

within the box described for the mean intensity measurement. Several of the stars are

listed as being part of a cluster although it is unclear to which cluster they belong as a

literature search revealed no catalogued cluster near this location (with the exception of

ocl3s2).

A significant nearby object is the magnitude 8.90 (V) 08 class star, BD*62 424 with

coordinates 134.53", +2.46o. There have been two, distinctly different radial velocity

measurements on this star; Abt, Levy, & Gandet (1972) measured a value of 42.5 kn/s

while Fehrenbach et al. (1996) measured a value of -9 km/s. The measurement of Abt et

al. (1972) is consistent with the chimney velocities as observed in the HI spectral line.

However the radial velocity measurement of Fehrenbach et al. (1996) has a kinematic

dist¿nce of -800 pc @rand &, Blitz 1993) implying that this star is a foreground object.
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Object Designation Object type
Gal.

Long. (")
Gal.

Lat (')
Mag.
(B)

Mag.
(Ð

Spectral
type

3SC 04051-01988 ¡tar lin cluster) 134.29 2.56 t2.3 AI
V* Y677 Cas .nesular variable star 134.33 2.65 15.6

isc 04051-01576 ;tar lin cluster) 134.35 2.46 tt.7 AlV
isc 04051-01536 itar 134.43 2.53 10.84 9.49

isc 04051-01882 ;tar r34.48 2.62 tt.34 10.9

lv* P 70 va¡iable star 134.48 2.63 9.27 7.82 K2
tD+62 424 ¡ta¡ lin clusterl 134.s3 2.46 9.23 8.9 o8
3SC 04051-01458 ;tar (in cluster) 134.64 2.55 10.84 10.45 AIV
fsc 04051-01774 itar lin cluster) 134.65 2.5 tt.7 lt AzV
RAS 02335+6244 nfrared source 134.65 2.52

isc 04051-02146 ;tar (in cluster) 134.65 2.53 t1.43 11.1 B9V
V* V488 Cas ¿ariable star r34.68 2.61 M7
IRAS 02340+6248 nfra¡ed source t34.68 2.61

BD+62 428 itar lin cluster) t34.72 2.52 10.76 10.24 8...
tr.AS 02342+6238 infrared source 134.76 2.47

33C 04051-02154 ;tar t34.77 2.49 t0.24 9.79

fsc 04051-013 12 ;tar lin cluster) 134.78 2.s6 tt.43 lt A4V

Table 5-2: Sources associated with the polarized "knof'.

The high polarized intensity of this knot would suggest that its source is at a distance less

than the dist¿nce to the W4 region, since unlike the surrounding region, it does not appear

to suffer depolarization.

5.1.5 Dark ring at 408 MHz

A ring of low 408 MHz intensity with radius -1.4o and centred at approxim ately I = 137o,

b : 7o is observed (Figure 5-9). The intensity inside the ring is -4 to 5 K below the

intensity of the surrounding region. This ring is coincident with a ring observed in

polarization datz by Haverkorn, Katgert, &. de Bruyn (2003) using the Westerbork
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Synthesis Radio Telescope (WSRT) at 5 frequencies between 341 and 375 MHz.

Haverkorn et al. (2003) detect this ring in polarized intensity (Figure 5-10) and in

polarization angle, but not in total power (Stokes I). They find the RM decreases over the

ring from -0 rad/mz at the edge to -8 rad/mz in the centre while the RM outside the ring

is slightly positive. They propose that the ring is a predominantly magnetic feature with a

maximum line of sight magnetic field component at the centre and directed away from

the observer, given its RM structure. No convincing connections with other known

objects were found.

Verschuur (1968) observed this region in polarized emission at 408 lvftIz. He detected a

ring of low polarized intensity that is coincident with the ring observed by Haverkom et

al. and in our data.It is proposed that the ring is due to "anorganized magnetic field in

the local spiral arm". The region was re-observed in neutral hydrogen (Verschuur, 1968)

and found an HI deficiency apparently associated with the depolarized ring.

The low emission ring observed in our 408 MHz data may not be indicative of absorption

or low emission in total power at 408 MIIz but rather that the polarized emission is

"leaking" into the Stokes I continuum data (R. Kothes, private communication). If this is

the case, the observations would confirm the depolarized ring observed by Verschuur

(1968). Additional data is needed to decide whether this is the case.
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Figure 5-9: 408 MFIz continuum image scaled to enhance the low intensity "ring" centred at I = 137', b:
7o. The overlay indicates the position ofthe data from Haverkorn et al. (2003) (see Figure 5-10). The

circle shown is centred at I = 137.0o, b : 7.lo and hæ a radius of 1.44" which is coincident with the

circle shown in Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-10: Polarized intensity @I) image of approximately 5' resolution at 355 MIIz from Haverkom et

al. (2003). The circle shown is centred atl = 137.0",b = 7 .lo and has a radius of 1.44".
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It should also be noted that the data of Haverkorn et al. (2003) overlaps partially with our

1420 MHz polaúzation images including our "wishbone" feature and one side of the

depolarized "wall" of our egg.Figure 5-11 shows our 1420 MHz polarized intensity

image with an overlay indicating the region observed by Haverkorn et al. (2003) (Figure

5-r0).

There does not appear to be any obvious conelation between the polarized intensity at

355 MHz and our observed polarized intensity at 1420 MFIz in the case of the

depolarized "wall". However, in the case of the wishbone there does appear to be some

corresponding polarized intensity between the two images.

Further analysis on this object is beyond the scope of this thesis. Additional observations

are desired to assess if a relationship exists between the wishbone and the polarized

"ringt'.
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Figure 5-ll: 1420 lvftIz polanzed intensity image at a resolution of 5' with overlay of region observed by

Haverkom et al. (2003) (Figure 5-10)
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5.2 Gonclusions

5.2.1 Summary of this work

Compelling evidence for the existence of a fragmented superbubble that is in the process

of evolvins into a chimnev has been found. This evidence includes nnomholnqical- -""'--- J

correlations between our 1420 and 408 MHz continuum datasets, the 1420 l\/ftlz

polarization datasets and the Hcr, data of DTS97 together with evidence for two breaks in

the continuous egg-shaped structure. The egg measures -165 pc wide and extends --240

pc above the mid-plane of the Galaxy, the upper portion of the egg reaching beyond

135 pc which is the o'of the global Gaussian HI distribution. While this is not into the

Galactic halo, the breaks in the structure may provide a means for the ionizing radiation

to escape to latitudes higher than the top of the egg.

These observations are consistent with the conclusion of Terebey et al. (2003) that up to

56Yo of the ionizing photons escape from the small, -1o or 40 pc loop surrounding

OCI352. These photons are available for ionizing gas within the egg structure and excess

photons have a means of escape. We predict that at least 5%o of the photons produced in

the cluster are able to escape through the upper break in the structure and thus available

for ionizing the halo. This prediction is not suff,rcient to account for the observed

ionization in the large Hcr loop in the WHAM data. However, it is possible that sufficient

energy escapes and is able to ionize the I kpc loop if one relaxes the constraint that most
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of the radiation escapes out of the side of the egg structure or if radiation escaping

through the side break does contribute to the ionization of the large loop.

Polarized intensity images, showing depolaruation that extends from W4 up the walls of

the superbubble, provide strong evidence that the observed continuum and Hcr emissions

o¡a ¡t +ho oo*o .l:"+ânce as the W4 region. The temperature spectral index map of theu¡o4rrvv sù lr¡v r r f r vÞ¡v¡¡r À ¡rv rvr¡rlJv^ eùw r

region indicates that there are not high energy losses in the region due to synchrotron

emission and imply that existing cosmic rays have sufficient energy for escaping into the

Galactic halo via a convection model of transport. The rotation measure in the region is

calculated so that the line of sight magnetic held in the region can be estimated. We find

Bt:9+ 8 pG assuming a wall thickness of 20 pc or B¡¡: 13 + ll pG assuming a wall

thickness of 10pc and in a direction that is towards the observer. Both values are

consistent with the ambient Galactic magnetic field within the error, but the best

estimates of 9 or 13 ¡rG are 2 to 6 times stronger than the generally accepted values for

the line of sight component of the Milky Way's field.

5.2.2 Future endeavours

A consistent picture of the connection between this complex region and the Galactic halo

is beginning to develop, but more work is needed to definitively declare W4 as a young

chimney.
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Modeling is required to investigate whether the multiple star forming epoch scenario is

appropriate to this region. The Kompaneets modeling by Basu et al. @JM99) has yielded

some interesting results, however the predicted scale height from this model iontradicts

the observations. The model is simple and does not account for the complex density

variations in the interstellar medium which may be especially important in this region.

Modeling the polarization of the ambient Galactic medium with an embedded plasma

shell is another avenue worthy of investigation. Such modeling could confirm the

Faraday rotating effect of the shell and indicate if the estimate of the eggshell's

contribution to the rotation measure is reasonable.

Additional observations will also help to confirm or refute the picture developed in this

thesis. The Fabry-Perot Hcr observations collected at Mont Megantic (G. Joncas; private

communication) will indicate if Hc¿ emission is occurring at velocities consistent with

those in HI spectral line observations. Such a detection would be strong confirmation that

the observed egg structure is indeed contiguous and a result of ionizing radiation from

ocl3s2.

X-ray observations would be useful to indicate whether there is any hot, X-ray emitting

gas contained within the egg structure. These observations may also indicate whether gas

is escaping through the breaks identified in this thesis.
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To assess whether it would be feasible to detect X-rays from the region we estimate the

temperature in the region by comparing the magnetic energy density to the thermal

density

D _DlB - I themal

82__2nkT
4ne

( s-l)

If the temperature is 106 K or higher then it is likely for X-rays to be detected as at lower

temperatures it is more likely for the diffuse X-ray emission to be absorbed by the

interstellar medium (Morrison and McCammon 19S3). Using the electron density

calculation for the upper shell (see section 4.2.1), n,:0.44 cm-3, and Eq. (5-1) we fïnd

the total magnetic field must be -40 ¡rG for a temperature of 106 K. Our magnetic f,reld

calculation from the rotation measure was B¡¡: 13 * l1 ¡rG assuming a wall thickness of

l0 pc, but is just the line of sight component of the magnetic field. It is plausible that the

magnetic field in the region is higher since the ambient field is thought to be dragged

upwards during the formation of a superbubble (Norman & Ikeuchi 19S9) and most of the

field is directed up, tangential to the shell. Thus if the total field is 2 or 3 times the line of

sight component, the temperature in the region is sufficiently high to produce detectable

X-ray emission.

In addition, absorption from atomic hydrogen along the line of sight will obscure X-rays

emitted at the source and may, if the column density is high enough, obscure them

completely. A column density of *1022 atoms cm-' is high enough to prevent the
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detection of X-rays whereas a column density of -1020 atoms cm-2 is low enough to allow

detection of X-rays given a high enough flux (S. Safi-Harb, private communication).

Normandeau et al. (1996) found the column density to W4 tobe2.6 x l02ratoms cm-2

which decreases to 1.4 x 1021 atoms cm-2 as one increases the Galactic latitude to 3.8o.

Thus the detection of X-rays from the region is likely to be difficult or impossible if they

are nroduced trv sas with a temnerahrre of 106 K.-^- r^"----

5.2.3 ln search of other chimneys

Theoretical predictions estimate that there should be many more disk-halo conduits than

have so far been identified. Estimates of the number of conduits range from 1000

(Norman and lkeuchi, 1989) to between 50 and 100 (Heiles et al., 1996). Chimneys

require the existence of an energy source at the base to create the initial bubble and to

power the outflow. The only known phenomena that would produce sufficient energy are

supemovae or the combined winds of several supermassive O or B type stars. Since the

chimney formation theories suggest that all these regions should be blowing chimneys it

would be interestingto target such regions in a search for additional chimneys.

Catalogues of chimney candidates such as Koo, Heiles, & Reach's (1992) catalogue of

worm candidates have been produced by examining the HI and IR datasets first, and

afterwards checking for associations with possible energy sources. We propose turning

the problem around by frrst identiffing possible energy sources and then investigating

whether chimney-like phenomenon are evident.
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This search would examine IGPS datasets in proximity to known OB associations and

Galactic clusters in an effort to identiff additional W4-like chimneys. Other datasets

could be utilised to check for other chimney features like dust walls (using IRAS data)

and ionization or shocks (using continuum data). Melnik and Efremov (1995) have

compiled a catalogue of OB associations and Mermilliod (1993) has developed z

database of Galactic clusters, both of which could be used to highlight regions of interest

for this survey.
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Appendices

7: image processing oi Dominion Radio Astrophysical

Obseruatory Synthesis Telescope images

In the Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory @RAO) nomenclature, the images to

be processed are labeled KM, KN, and KT (see Chapter 3). These are the high latitude

extension of CGPS frelds - above the W3l4l5 region - collected by Magdalen

Normandeau in 1998. Each field includes data at 2l cm and 74 cm continuum (Stokes I)

and 27 cm polarization (Stokes Q and I-I). Note that scripts referred to in this appendix

were written by R. Kothes, A. Gray or B. Uyaniker except where noted as written by the

author and obtained from R. Kothes. Those written by the author are included at the end

of this appendix.

This processing was completed with assistance and advice from Roland Kothes. I was

working from the machine "castor.drao.nrc.ca" at DRAO.

Image files in the "DRAO format" do not include a header. Instead, the image data is

stored separately and a f,rle called deffil.mad stores the file "definitions". These
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definitions are numbered and provide away to refer to the image data when using various

DRAO export software.

The processing uses the file manipulation program known as "madr". Here is a list of the

commands used in this processing -

name

neg

rdir

rname
rget

lists file names and definition numbers (no more than 200
file dêfinitions per directory allowed)
de1etes file and corresponding definition
syntax (eg. delete files 2, 3 and 4) neq f2:4
switches to a remote directory
syntax (eg. switch to .. /myfiles/ ) rdir

when promted:
lists files in a remote directory
copys files (data and definition) from a

. . /myfiLes/

remote directory

1.1 On producing scripts

The programs used in this processing all have the same general format. One types the

name of the program at the command prompt to run the program and then one must

respond to a series of questions. The majority of questions in many of the programs can

be answered with the default response and to do this one simply enters "return". Only

questions which were answered with a response other than the default will be discussed

here.

With most of the programs, a script may be generated by typing "&scriptname" at the

prompt of the first question. All subsequent responses will then be recorded in a file

called scriptname.dra in the current directory. The script may then be edited for use with
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other files. It is called by typing "@scriptname" at the prompt of the first question in one

of the drao programs.

1.2 Pre-processing

Before beginning the processing, one must determine the clean and steer limits for each

raw image. The "clean limit" is the lowest level at which a point source will be cleaned

(i.e. "sources" with values below the clean limit are assumed to be noise). The "steer

fraction" applies to the space between the point sources (i.e. the extended emission) and

defines the level below which is considered noise.

I was advised to use the following guidelines:

First, determine the maximum value in the image. Call it "max".

Clean l-imit
- stop cleaning between 1 and 2 mJy -) take 1.5 mJy
- clean limit : 1.5/max

Steer fraction
- the weak extended emission value -6 mJy
- steer limit : 6/max

The following table shows the clean limit and steer fractions for the three fields at both

2l cmandT4 cm:

clean limit steer fraction
km c21
kn c21.
kt c2L
km c74
kn c74
kt c74

0.01
0.01
0.005
0 .01
0.01
0. 01

0. 05
0. 05
0.05
1.0
1.0
0.05
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1.3 Processing

Now one may begin the processing. The raw images are separated into individual

directories. In the directory of the image to be processed:

1. run ph2 (at prompt, tlpe: ph2)

Shortfor "phase 2",ph2 is usedto producethe dirty beam (.P21 or .P74 files) andthe

dirfy map (.M21 or .M74) from the visibility files.

2. run clean (at prompt, type: /opl2/draoexport/bin/cfean - need to
type whole path or uses the wrong clean program... )

This program replaces "sidelobish point-source responses in the map with gaussian

responses of the same width". (From Cleaning and self-calibrating iontínuum maps - an

overview available on the DRAO website).

The program will prompt with a table in which the following parameters must be

changed:

1. 250 (# iterations)
2 cl-ean limit (value found before processing

began)
3 steer fraction (value found before processing

began )

4 9999999 (some very large number)

3. run script: smalJ-map21

This script produces a "final" total power (Stokes I) map. At this point a final map is

produced for inspection.
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4. The following scripts are specific to the km, kn and kt fields and the particular

directory structure I had set up and were wriffen by the author (see the end of this

appendix, section 1.8). These would require to be rewritten to process an arbitrary f,reld.

run script: phself 1

run script: aself î
run script: baseflne

These scripts run other scripts that perform various self-calibrations. There are at times

phase (scripts phselll and also baseline) and amplitude (script aselt_l) variations in the

telescope system that may be removed by self calibration.

Examine results after each step (after running each script), looking for asymmetrical

artifacts around point sources. If no improvement visible or if additional artifacts have

been created, delete the newly created maps and continue with the maps created in the

previous step.

1.3.1 Modcal

The program "modcal" (modcal2l and modcalT4) is used to remove rings around point

sources. The source must be sufficiently strong for this procedure (above 30 or 40 mJy

for CZl data; above 500 mJy for C74). The following parameters are required for input

when running the program:

1. define a box around the source -
- need pixel coordinate (x, y) from lower left and top right corners
(use the clean components (CC) map (created in the previous step) for
this box. It shouLd enclose al-l central pixels which appear in CC map)

2. choose a lower limit -
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- examine the CC map - are there artj-facts vlsibÌe? (i.e. rings
encircling the central source)
- the lower limit shoul-d be the lowest value which is above the counts
for most of the artifacts i.e. if most artifacts have a value of 0.35
mJy or lower, choose 0.4 for a l-ower limit
- typical lower limit should be around 0.3 - 0.5, and not higher than
1.0
- if there are no artifacts take 0 for the lower lÍmit

3. choose a value for the shortest telescope baseline -
- depends on max val-ue of source:

above 100 mJy -> !2 (m)
80 - 100 mJy -> 24 (rn)
under 80 mJy -> 36 (m)

4. note the code for the l-ast visj-biJ-ity fj-le created (ie AA, AB, etc) ;
note the file definition number for the corresponding CC map

1.3.2 Removing interterence

Field KT had interference which showed up as regularly spaced stripes on the image. To

remove the interference:

1. run script: sub model

This creates model of point sources in image and subtracts this model from the original

image, producing a new image (which contains no point sources).

parameters:

define window (should contain nothing meaningful (ie noise)
eg (6, 6)

when prompted: model outside window?
respond: yes

This iday the program will produce a model of al_I the point
sources in the image (can also be used to produce a model of a
singl-e source which is inside the "window").

2. run ph2

parameters:

when prompted: Tlpe of maps to make (I ,Q,LJ,V,...
respond: T
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when prompted: Bands to be included (À, Br Ct D, All)
respond: A

This wil-I create an I (total intensity) map for band A; do the
same for B, C, and D

3. run dove

DOVE is an IDL program which allows one to manually edit each of the RR and LL

visibility files in each band (8 files)

1. load file
2. choose amplitude - data to view
3. choose FIag mode - erase
4. identify j-nterference "features" and cl-ick on either side to
remove from the data

The interference features for this field were apparent in several channels on the extreme

right hand side. They are obvious deviations from the general trend of the data.

1.3.3 Removing off-image source grating rings

Most images (except KMC21 and KTC21) had grating rings due to off image (shong)

sources (3C58, W3, CasA). These are removed by using a model of the source and

subtracting this from the original image.

1. Need a model of t.he source
models in the form of .MAP files exist on the DRAO system

2. Need a model of the field
for C21,: run script: sub model

use default values except enter "no" for "use only positj-ve
clean components"

for C'14: use madr to manuall-y subtract model (say file #1) from
the last visibility file (say fiJ-e #2)

madr
man
f2m = f2 - fI (here the "m" after f2 means that f2 is

being manipulated and replaced)
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3. run ptsrcs
parameters are defined in script

4. Add the model back i-nto the field
for C2L: run scrj-pt: add model

use default values except enter "no" for "use only
positive cfean components"

for C'74: use madr to manua11y add the modet (say fite #1) from
the new visibility file (say file #3)

madr
man
f3m : f3 + f1 (here the "m" after f3 means that f3 is

being manipulated and replaced)

s. The centre of the image will have been shifted in the above process, it must be shifted

back before creating a map from the visibility file.

run ph2
parameter #7 in tabi-e must be changed

enter "n" vJhen prompted if parameters in table are correct
enter trTrr to change parameter #7
enter "y" when prompted if parameters in table are correct

program should be cancefled after changing this parameter

6. run script "bigmap" entering the code from the newly created
visibility fi1e. This produces the final image !

1.4 Polarization process¡ng

1. create a new directory and copy into it (for a particular field):
using madr:

rast visibility fil-es (eg I04RRÀ.v218S, KMLLA.v2lBs¡ KMRRB.v21Bs,
etc) (8 files)

fi-nal map (eg KMI21. FIN) (1 fil-e)

using cp:

.TBL file

.HISTORY file
all- *.021 files
all *.821 files
all *.C21 files
all- *cAfNS* files
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2.1ogon to the machine cass (at DR.AO) in order to gain access to the
following script:
run : -agray /bín/IBM,/scmrg
enter codes of gains (i.e. look at the *GATNS* files and enter all_ two
letter codes (AA, AB, AC) that gains exist for...)
This script merges the *GAINS* files.

run script: vis
check .C21 file for version

logoff cass

3. run progiram: to stokes
specify Stokes pu.r*". I Q U (not V)

4. run ph2
parameters are defined in the scripts:

make_mapa
make_mapb
make_mapc
make_mapd

5. run /opL2/draoexport,/bin/cl-ean
parameters are defined Ín the scripts:

clean_au, clean_aq
clean_bu, clean_bq
cJ-ean_cu, clean_cq
clean_du, clean_dq

6. logon to cass;

run: inspolcorr
parameters are defined in the scripts:

inspolcorr_a
inspolcorr_b
j-nspolcorr_c
inspolcorr_d

Iogoff cass

7. the bands now need to be combined into single e and U images

in madr: create new file definitions
example: determine the last file definition in the directory - say #??
as was for KM

have files KMQ21 ACORR.CI :> file #70
KMU21-ACORR.C1 :> file #71

now create the new definitions:
copy f70 78
copy f1t 19

this makes copies of files 70 and 71 to the new definitions 78 and 79

now define the new files to change the names:

d f78
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changed the name to KMQ.final, af] other attributes l_eft as default

now:
man
f78 -- f'70 + f'72 + f74 + f16
fTBm : f'78/4
f79 = flL + f'13 + f'75 + f17
f79m = t19/4

this adds all the bands (a, b, c, & d) for each of the e and U images
separately.

1.5 Mosaicking

Mosaicking is a preformed by running superrite. (i.e. Type superrile at the

command prompt on a machine which has the DRAO export software package installed.)

As with many of the programs in this package, the user is presented with a list of

questions, many of which can be answered with the default value (i.e. by pressing return).

The questions that often require a response other than the default, are outline here:

Are you adding new datasets to a partially-completed mosaic?

There are a maximum of 16 datasets (fields) that may be mosaicked in a single

run. If more than 16 datasets are to be mosaicked one must respond "yes" to this

question on the second run.

Are oversize input datasets to be processed?

Oversize datasets are considered to be those over l024xl024.The single flrelds I

was mosaicking were 5l2x5l2 pixels which are not oversize. However, if adding

fields to a partially completed mosaic, then one will likely need to respond "yes"

as the partial mosaic is probably larger than 1024xL024.
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Se1ect max. number of input datasets (g:4,M:8,L=l6)

Select the appropriate option (i.e. type "S", "M", or "L") depending on how many fìelds

are to be mosaicked.

Are datacubes (rather than single images) being mosaiced?

Must respond "no" if not mosaicking datacubes.

Specify the input datasets:

Type the file definition numbers (i.e. from madr) for the files to be mosaicked (entered

one at a time)

Add another dataset?

Respond "no" when finished entering all of the input datasets.

Radius to zero weights beyond (arcmin):

The default (93.0 arcmin for 1420 MFIz Stokes I and 289 arcmin for 408 MHz) can be

accepted except for polarization images. A value of 80 arcmin was used for the Stokes Q

and stokes u.

Specify output files (s) for mosaiced dataset
File definition number IDEFINE FILE]:

Enter return after this prompt (unless there is already a file definition created for the

output image). Then this prompt:

File name (max 52 chars) [] ("/?" = help):
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should appear. Type the output file name.

Basic element and record dimensions (ErR):

Type the desired size for the output dat¿set. Mosaics in this thesis are aL|2048,2048.

Sky projection (SEGTVACF) [S]:

Type "G" for Galactic coordinates.

SeIect velocity-like coordj-nate (Ve1 or Freq) [V]:

Type "F" for frequency.

LONGITUDE of reference element [0.00000D]:

The reference element is a particular pixel for which the coordinates are specified. I used

the centre pixel (default) as the reference element and 134.5D for the longitude reference.

LATITUDE of reference record t0.00000D1:

4.5D

DELTA LONGITUDE per element (unsigned)
DELTA LATITUDE per record (unsigned)

I used 20" (for longitude and latitude).

Specify output files (s) for mosaic weight-array.

Enter file name for the weight-array (i.e. see Figure 3-2).

Specify output files(s) for resolution datacube
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Enter file name for the resolution cube. Since it is a data cube it has a family of

definitions rather than just l. For this reason, one must end the file name with two "@"

symbols (i.e.'\es@@") and then the definitions will have names like resO1, res02, etc.

Specify output files (s) for beam-patch array

Enter file name for the beam-patch aftay.

Additional notes:

When mosaicking Stokes Q and Stokes U images, one must edit the file definitions for

the input frelds (using madr) to remove the auxiliary astronomical parameters (i.e. to

remove reference to the fact that the image is Stokes Q or Stokes U). Supertile gives an

enor if trying to mosaic images with Stokes Q or Stokes U specified in the file definition.

1.6 Gonvolving

The DRAO export program mosconv is used for convolving mosaics to a lower

resolution. An arbitrary value can be entered or the program may be used to match

resolutions between images by using the resolution cube produced by superti:-e (see

Appendix section 1.5) for speciffing the desired convolution. The program prompts for

the input file definition number and output file name, and also for the input resolution

cube file defrnition number.
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1.7 Reading and writing fits files

The DRAO export programs rfits and wfits are used to read and write fits files to and

from madr format respectively. These programs have much the same interface as the

other programs and just require the user to enter the aporopriate file name and file

definition number for the file to be read/written.

1.8 Scripts

The following scripts were written by the author and are used as described in the

preceding text.

frle: phselll

cd /rigeI 4 / jwest / km/ c27 /
time,/rigel4/jwest,/scripts,/phself21 all <<labei-1
36
0. 01
0.05
l-abe1l"
cd,/rigel 4 / jwesL / kn/ c21- /
time,/rige]4,/jwest/scripts/phself21 alL <<Iabell"
36
0.01
0. 05
Iabe 1 1

cd /rigel 4 / jwest/kL/ c27 /
time /rigeI4,/jwest,/scripts,/phsel-f21 all <<Iabel1
36
0. 005
0.05
1abef1
cd /rigel4/jwest/km / c'7 4 /
time ,/rigel4,/ jwest / scri-pts/phseIf?4 aLL <<l-abeI1
72
0.01
1.0
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1abe11
cd,/rige1 4 / )west / kn/ c1 4 /
time,/rigel 4,/ j west/scripts/phself 7 4

72
0 .02
1.0
l-abeI1
cd ,/rigel 4 / Swest / kt / c'7 4 /
time,/rige1 4,/ j west/scripts/phself 7 4

24
o .02
0.05
1abe11

_a11 <<labeI1

_all <<Iabell-

<<Iabef 1

<<1abe1 1

<<1abe11

<<l-abef 1

<<Iabe1L

file: aselll

cd ,/rigel 4 / )wesL/Y,m/ c2I /
time ,/rigeI4,/ j west / scripts / aself 21 af I
36
0.01
0. 05
label 1

cd,/rigel 4 / jwesL / kn/ c21, /
time,/rigel4ljwest,/scripts/ase]f2i- all
36
0.01
0. 05
label 1

cd,/rigel 4 / jwest/kt/ c2I /
time,/rigeJ-4,/jwest/scripts/asel-f21 aI]
36
0. 005
0.05
label1
cd ,/rigel4l jwest/km/c'7 4/
time,/rigel4/jwest,/scripts,/ase1f74 all
t2
0.01
1.0
l-abe11
cd /rigel 4 / jwest/kn/ c'7 4 /
time /rigel4/jwest,/scripts,/ase1f74 alL
l2
0 .02
1.0
l-abeI1
cd ,/rigel 4 / jwest/kt*/ c7 4 /
time /rigeL4ljwest / scrípts/ aselfT4 all-
24
0.02
0.05
label 1

<<Iabell-
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file: baseline

cd / rigelLl j west,/km / c2L /
time /rige14,/jwest,/scripts/phsel-f21 <<Ìabe11
KM
AK
60
0.0
36
BO

v
0.01
0.0s
labeI 1

#
cd /rigeI 4 / )west / kn / c2'J- /
tÍme /rigel4,/jwest/scripts/phsel-f2l- <<labeI1
KN

AC
36
0.0
36
240
v
0.01
0.05
l-abe11
4
tt

cd / ríqelLljwest/kt / c2L /
time/rlgel4ljwest,/scripts/phsel-f21 <<Iabel1
KT
AB
24
0.0
36
480
v
0.005
0.05
label-1
n
tt

cd / rígelLljwest/krn / c''r 4 /
time,/rigel4/jwest/scripts,/phasel-f74 base <<l-abel-L
KM
AL
45
0.0
L2
40
0.01
1.0
labe1 1
4
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cd /rige1 4 / )west / kn/ c'7 4 /
time,/rigeI4 / jwes:- /scripts,/phsel-f74 <<labe]1
KN
AD
15
0.0
12
240
v
0.02
1.0
l-abe1l"
x
+t

cd /rige1 4 / )west /kL / c'Ì 4 /
time /rigeI4 /jwest /scripts,/phseIf74 <<Iabell"
KT
AB
10
0.0
24
480
v
0.02
0.05
l-abeI1
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lmageJ plugins

ImageJ (based on NIH Image) is a public domain image processing and analysis program

developed at the U.S. National Institutes of Health by Wayne Rasband. It is available for

all platforms on the internet athttp:lhsb.info.nih.govlijl. The program is open source and

written in the Java programming language and includes a particularly flexible interface

for writing customized user plugins. The program is capable of reading and saving data in

a taw 32-bit real format (with either big or little endian byte order) with is useful for

producing images that may later be read by the DRAO export software (see Appendix l).

Several plugins were written by the author to perform some of the analysis described in

the text. A brief description of the plugins followed by the Java source code is included

here. Also see comments within the code itself for details of the execution.

Polarization_: Creates either a polaúzed intensity or a polaúzation angle map given the

Stokes Q and Stokes U images. See sections2.2.2.l and2.2.2.2 for details.

Rotation_Measure_with_r: Creates a rotation measure map and a linear correlation

coefficient map. Uses the unwrapping algorithm of Brown (2002) as described in section

4.1.t.

Make_Averaged_Map: Divides the image into a grid of 16x16 pixels and creates a map

consisting of the average value of each grid value.
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Make_RM_annotations: Ouþuts Karma syntax text which may then be saved as a Karma

annotation file.
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1: lr¡rort ij.*;
2: inport ij . process. -;
3: i-qrort ij.gui.t;
4 : i-q)ort java.awt. *,.
5: i¡port ij.plugin.filter. *;
6:

8: + Produces a polarized rnlensiÈy or pLrfarizâtiL\n engfe inacJe given
9: * Sl-oke-s Q and Stokes U images as jnput l-seiectecj lia e GtiI)

t0: *./'

11:
12: pub].ic class Polarization_ irylænts PlugInFilter (

13: ImagePlus inp,.
L4¡ intQ=0;
15: ing U .* 0;
l-6: int compute = 0;
7'l:
18: public int setup(String arg, ImagePlus imp) {

19: this,inp : imp;
20; retum DOES ÀLL,'

I

22:
232 public void run(fmageProcessor ip) {
24: fmagePlus I j imps ,-- createlmageLisL ( ) ;
?5t Stringn tittes = createTitlelist(imps);
26: getuserval-ues (tieles) ,.

21.
28 : ImageProcessor ipQ = imps [Q] . getProcessor ( ) ;
29: ImageProcessor ipu = imps ful . get.Processor O ;
30:
31: double ratio :0,'
32t double value =0;
33: int offset, i, x, y;
34: int width - ipQ.getwidth();
35 : int height = ipo. getHeight ( ) ;
36: ImageProcessor newlp: new FloatProcessor(width, height),.
37: for (y=0; y<height.; y++) {

38: for (x=0; x<width; xi+) (

39: if(compute--':0¡ i
4O2 vaÌue .'= 0.5*Math.atan2
47t (ipQ.getPixelval-ue(x,y),
42t ipu.getpixeÌvalue (x, y) ) ;
43: )

44: else value =- Math.sqrt(Math.pow(
45: ipo.getPixeLvalue (x, y) , 2)
46i + Mat.h.pow(ipu.getPixe]Value(x.y), :l) );
4'l : newlp . putPj-xelvalue (x, y, value) ;
48: )

49;
50: )
51; String imTitle - "",.
52: if(compute--0) imTitle - "Polarization Ang]-e,';
53: else imTitle : "Polarization Intensity";
54: fmagePlus newlmp.. new fmagePlus(imTitle. newlp);
55: nêwlmp.show();
56: I
51 ;
58:
59:
60: plivate ImagePlustl createlmagelisÈ () t
61: ImagePlus [] imps = new fmagePlus lv¡indowManager.getl,findowcount () I ;
62t final inttl windowlist - windowManager.getlDlist();
63: for (int k - 0; ((windowj,ist !: null) e.t (k < windowlist.Iength)),.
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642
65:
66t
61 t

68:
69¡
10:
-i L.
72:

74:
75t
76:
7'7:
7B:
19:
80:
81:
82:
o?.

84:
85:
86:
8'1 z

88:
89:
90:
91:
92t
93:
94:
95:
96:
9'1 :

98:
99:

100:
101 :
L02 t

r03:
104:

k++) {
final ImagePlus imP -

tlindowManager. getfmage (wÍndowlist I k] ) ;
imPS[ki = imp;

]
return imPs;

Ì

private StrÍngll createTi¿Ielist (Imagepl-us[] imfist ) i
String [ ] titles ,= new String I imlist. length] ;
for(int i=0,' i < imlist.length; i++) I

titles li.l = j-m]isr liJ .getTirte () ;

retlln ÈiLles,'
]

* Create the cUI

voj'd geLuservalues(Stringil titLes) (

String[.] s - ("Ängle", 'rlntensiry',l;
cenericDialog gd : new cenericDialog

("Polarization Options", IJ.getlnstanceo
gd.addchoice ("Stokes Q image", titles, titl.es[0] );
gd.addChoice ("SEokes U inage", Litles, titles [1] ) ;
gd,addchoice ("Comput.e Pol-arizat.ion", s, s [0] ),.
gd. showDíalog O ;

if (gd.wascanceledO) {
return;

I

Q = gd.getNextchoicelndex O,'
U - gd.getNextchoicelndex ();
compute - gd. getNextchoicelndex O ;

l

);
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1: iryort ij-",'
2: 5-qrort ij.process-*;
3: ir¡rort ij.neasure.';
4: iryort ij.gui.{;
5: iryort java-awt-*;
6: i-qrorÈ ij.plugin.';
7i
82 ,/t*
9: i Produces a lotation measure nayt usinq Èhe ãlgorithn of Brown (2002)

10: * Requjre-ç a stdc,t as i.npùt consjstinq of 1,0 ineges:
11: * S¿okes Q indges in 4 bands (i.,e. À, B. C, end D)
!2: * Stokes il inages in 4 bencls (i,e. A, B, C, ënd D)
13: * Stokesfinage
14 : a weight inê -ae ( fron mosconv)
15: * OrdeE of the inaqes i¡ È¡e sÈäck should be..
1-6: * QiT, QE, QC, OD, UA, UB, UC, UD, I, I,I

L7 z */'
18; public class Rotation_Measure_with_r i-rylænts Pi.ugln i
19: public void run(String arg) {

2Oz
21t int size,'
22: int width;
23: int height,'
24: int count : 0;
25: InageProcessor Pf,
26: ImageProcessor QÀ,.
21: fmageProcessor QB,.
28: ImageProcessor QC..
29: fmageProcessor QD;
30: ImageProcessor UÀ;
31: ImageProcessor UB;
32: ImageProcessor UC;
33: ImageProcessor UD,'
34: ImageProcessor I;
35: ImageProcessor W;
36: ImageProcessor RM,.
37: ImageProcessor diff;
38: ImageProcessor error;
39: double PA A;
40: double PÀ B,'
41: doub].e PA C,'
42i double PÀ D,'
43: double pa_a;
44¡ doubte pa_B;
45: double. pa_c;
46: double pa_D,
47: double delta_ÀB;
48; double delta BC,'
49; double delta-CD;
50: double deltaìB2;
51; double delta-Bc2;
52¿ double delta-CDz,'
53:
54r ,/./far least sguares ¡it.. .

55: double C_QU ': 0.0).; //stdev of Q ar ü imaqe at (:1"¡ter of r:¡íi
56: double alpha : 0.003; /'!ias described lry JoÀr,ae. . -

5?: double wA, wB. wC, wD; l',/ç;eightitlg .factors fox -¡.e¿st sgr,âres
58: double sigmaSq;
59: double rm;
60: double delta;
61 : doub].e Èhetao,'
62: double chiSq;
63: double r;

fr: eid

fic
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64t
65:
66;
672
68:
69:
70:
7!:
'12:

741
7q.
't 6:
771
?8:
't 9:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
81 |
88:
89:
90:
91:
or.
93:
94:
95:
oÁ.
9'l:

992
100:
10L:
1,O2 |
103:
104:
105:
106:
107:
108:
109:
110:
111:
!L2:
113:
114:
115 :

116:
!17 |
118 :
119:
72O I

L?Lt
722:
123 z

124:
!251
r¿b i

double lambda_Àsq - 0.045{69068;
double lambda_Bsq - 0.04502633;
double lambda_csq : 0.0441?2413,'
double lanbda_Dsq -= 0 - 0437494'¿1.'
double pi, piÀ, piB, piC, piD;

ImagePlus imp : ¡41ndo""anager. get.Currentlmage ( ) ,.

if (imp -: nulI) {
IJ.noImage();
leturn;

I
Imagestack stack : imp-getstackO;
size : stack.getsj.ze () ;
width : stack.getwidthO ;
height : stack.getHeig¡rt O,'

/./ e.r r c¡ r cc)/ldi ¿: i ors
if (size -= 1) {

l,t-error ("Stack neguired" ) ;
retum;

)
if (size !- 10) i

l,J.error("10 images are required Eo be in sLack\n
(0À, QB, Qc. QD. UÀ, UB, Uc, UD, I, and weights)"),
return;

)

.//create refe¡ence tc eåcÌì in¿qe 7n t¡e sf¿cj.

OA .. stack-getProcessor (1) ;
QB = stack.geÈProcessor(2) ;
QC = stack.getProcessor (3) ;
QD - stack.getProcessor(,1) ;
UÀ = stack.getProcessor (51) ;
UB : sLack.getProcessor (6),.
UC = stack.getProcessor (7) ;
UD : stack.getProcessor (8),'
I = stack.getProcessor(9),.
W -= st.ack.getProcessor (10) ;

,/./cteate te.ieÌen(:e "fcrr t,¡te rotation ñeesure .iñege
RM : new FloatProcessor(width, height);
diff = new FLoaÈProcessor(width, height);
error = nêw FloatProcessor(widEh, height);

for (int i = 0; i < widÈh; i{.+) {

for (int i = 0; j < heighÈ; j{+) [
i'/check if PJ value is a¡oue c¡re tJrreshoicl
/]./ (use è th.rcsh(rlded L,f in¿ge)

/,/ f in cl unr+'rap¡:ed ¿n9-l*Þs,
PA,-A = Math.atanZ lUe.qetPixelValue (i, j),

0A.get.Pixelvalue(i, j) ) + Math.PI,
PA_B .-- Math.atan2 (UB.getPixel-Value (i, j ) ,

QB.getPixel-value(i, j) ) + Math.PI,.
PA_C - Math.atan2 (UC.getPixeLvalue (i. j) .

OC.getPixelvalue(i, j) ) + Math.PI;
PA_D : Math.at.an2 (UD.getPixeIVaIue (i, j),

QD.getPÍxelvalue(i, j) ) + Math.PI;

//Íind wrapping fèctors. . .
del.ta_À82 = Mâth.aÈan2 (Math. sin (PÀ_B-PÀ_A),

Math. cos (PA_B-PA_A) ) ;
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!21:
!282
r29:
130;
131:
!32:
133:

135:
136:
1.37:
138:
139:
t40:
141 :
742 |
143:
!44 |

1.45:
t46;
I4'l t

148:
t49 z

150:
151:
I52t
153:
I54 |
155:
156:
L51:
158:
159:
160 :
16l. :
)-62:
163 :
L64:
165 :
166:
16'l:
168 :
169;
170:
L'IT;
I'121
173:
L'l4:
175:
I7 62
77'1 t
178:
L19:
180:
181:
r82:
183:
184:
L85:
186:
187:
188:
189:

deLEa_BC2 : Math.atan2 (Math.sin (PA_C-PÄ_B) ,
Math. cos (PA_C-PA_B) ) ;

delta_CD2 = Math. atanz (Math. sin (PA D-PÀ C) ,
Math.cos (PÀ D-PÀ C) ) ;

/'.:'f inci t¡reL\Fted ¿nçr_¿es. . .
PA-A =- PÀ_À,
PÀ_B: (PA_À + de.l-ta_ÀB2),-
PÀ_C = (PA_B i delta_Bc2),.
PA_D = (PA_C + delta_CD2);
PAÀ=PAÀ./2;
PÀ-B : PÀ-B /' 2;
PÀ-C:PA-C/2;
PÀ_D : PÀ_D / :];

/,lqeighted ]ees! souàres fi È. - .

./',/f.irst f ind Írejqhting fêcior

piÀ = Math.sqrÈ (Math.pow(UA.getPixe]value (i, j), 2)
r.Math.pow (QA.get.PixelVãlue (i. j),2) ) ;

pÍB : Math.sqrt (Math.pow(UB.getPixelvalue (i, j), 2)
+Math.pow(OB. geEPixelvalue (L, j), 2\ l,

pic = Math.sqrt (MaLh.pow(UC.getPixelva]ue (i, j),2)
+Math.pow (QC.getPixe1va1ue lí, il, 2t I ì

piD : Math.sqrt (MaEh.pow(UD.getPixelvalue (i, j) /2)
+Math . pow (QD . getPixelvalue (í, )) , 2) ) ;

sigmasq : Math.pow( C_oU *
Math,sqrL (1,/W.getpixelvalue (i, )l) , 2)
+ Math.pow(

alpha * I.getPixeIValue(i,j) ,2);
wÀ - (4rpiAipiA) /' sigmasq;
wB -jj (4rpiBipiB) /'sigmasq;
wC -- (l*pic*pic) / sj-gmasq;
wD = (4*piD{piD) / sigmasq,.

,t',/t¡ - l;
//'do the.f.it.
delta - (

(wA+wBrwC lwD) {
(wA * Iambda_Àsq - Iarìbda_Asq
+ wB * lambda_Bsg * lambda_Bsq
+ wC * lambda_Csq " lambda_Csq
'È wD *.Lambda_Dsq * Iambda_Dsq)

) - Math.pow((wA * l-ambda_Àsq
{ wB. * Lambda_Bsg J wC - Ianbda_Csq
+ wD * lambda Dsq), 2),.

m = ( ((wA+wB+wC+wD) *
(HÀ"-lanbda_ÀsqrPÀ_À

+ wB * J"anbda Bsq * PÀ B
+ wC * Iambda-Csq * pe-C + wO *

lambda_Dsq ; PÁ_o))-
(wA * Ianbda_Asq + HB * lam.bda_Bsq
+ wC, lambda Csq
+ wD * lambda Dsq) r
(WÀ*PAA+;B*PAB
+wcrPÃc+wDÈPÃD)

) / dettaT
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190 :
191:
192:
193 :
!94 z

L95:
196:
191 z

198 :
L99:
200 t

2A! z

202:
2n?.
204:
205:
206 z

201 z

208:

2!0:
2I7l
2I2t
2l3l
274:
2I5 z

216 t
2I1 |
2]-8:
,10.
220:
22r:
222t
223 z

225 t

226:
22'7:
228 z

¿¿9 i
230:
231 |

232:
233:
234 z

235 z

236 |
231 :

239 z

240:
241 |
2421
243:
244 z

245;

241 z

248:
249;
250;
25I I
¿)¿ i

thetao - (

( (wÀ t lanbda_Àsq { lambda_Asg
' r- wB * Iamlcda_Bsg { lambda_Bsq

+ wC * lambda_Csq * lambdã_Csq
+ wD * lambda_Dsq * Lambda_Dsq)
*(wÀ*PAÄ{wB*PAB

+ wc * PÃ_c + wD { Pã_D)) -
( (wA , 1ãmbda_Asg
+ wB * l-ambda_Bsq
+ wC * lambda_Csq
+ wD t lambda_Dsq)
* (wA * lambda_Àsq - PA_A
+ wB - lambda_Bsq * PÀ_B
+ wC * Iambda*Csq * PA_C
+ wD * lambda_Dsq * PA_D) )

) / de-Lta;

./*chj,cç : J,!rt¡.Èach'l¡f ¿å,sgrË (r!.4/ r

lPÀ_,l - ¿hetao - -lar¡¡ra_rlsq * r¡r),
2-) + ùlâLh.pot+' (Math.sqrt (wil) +

(P,{.-È - c¡ret-à0 - .¿âdrda-B-sg i rü), 2) +

I''.1l.l' . poír (M¿th. sd-rt (wC) *
(84....C - t¡etå0 - 1enb,le....Csq * rn), 2) +

M¿th- pav (Math. sqrt (vD) *
(Pìr..)) - theteq - Lenìbd¿_-Lìsq * rn) . 2) ;

r- (
(4{ (lambda_Asq * PÀ_A + lambda_Bsq * PA_B
+ lambda_Csq * PA_C r ]ambda_Dsq * PÄ_D) )
( (lambda_Asq + lambda_Bsq + Iambda_Csq
.f lambda_Dsq) * {PA_A + PA_B
,ts PA_C .t PÀ_D) )

t/
(

Math. sqrL (

(.1' ( lambda_Àsg* lambda_Àsq
.r lambda_Bsq*l-ambda_Bsq
i l-ambda_Csq*lambda_Csq
+ lambda_Dsq*lambda_Dsq) ) -
Math.pow ( (ladlda_Asq + J-ambda_Bsq
+ lambda_Csq + làmbda_Dsq),2)

It
MaÈh. sqrt (

({- (PA_A*PA_A + PÀ_B*PA_B
]. PÀ C-PA C + PA D*PÀ D) ) -
MaLh:pow (-iPÀ_A +-PÀ_B
.f pÀ_C r. pA_D),2)

)

t;

//store the tit value in the ,al'ra-y
if(Math.abs (rm) < 10000000)
RM.putPixelvalue (i. j, rm) ;
else RM.putPixelvaLue(i, j, 0);
././li.nd error
if(Math.abs(r) < 1.)

error.putPixelvalue (i, j, Math.abs (r) ) ;
else error.putPixelvalue (i, j,0) ;
t'l )

//e!se íJ
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253t

255:
256:
25'1 :
258 t
259: )
26Q:
267: )

262:

/'1'sjìo(r tlte ]ùJ mâp
InagePlus mfmp = new fmagePLus("Rotation Measure Map", RM);
mlmp. show O ;
i':!show the error (Tineer correlztic!, cceft-icient) nap
ImageP-lus erlmp = new ImagePlus{"Error Map", error);
erlmp.show(),
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1: iryort ij.*;
2 : ir¡rorÈ ij . process . i;
3: iryolt Íj.gui.";
4: iryort java.awt-*;
5: import ij.plugin.";
6t
7i /"*
8: *.{!,eraçres squârë regions lof dimension sca-le x scafe) anci
9: * produces a new inage consisting ol the eve:eged vajues

!0 ¡ +./

12: ¡rublic class Make_Averaged_Map irryIæents Plugln I
13:
!4t public void run(String arg) {
15:
16: int imsize : 2048,
7-l i int scale = 16,-
18: double mÍn;
1 9 : ImagePlus imp =- ¡¡in¿o"*anager . getcurrenllmage ( ) t
20t ImageProcessor bg =. new FloatProcessor(2043/scale, 2ol8/sca1e);
2I: Imagestatistics is-= new Inagestatistics0;
221
23: for(int i:0.'i<imSize/sca.1e,'i1 +) {

24t for(int j-=0; jcimSize./scale; j++) i
25: imp.setRoi (i'scale, j*scale, scaJ.e, sca.Ie);
262 min=is.getstat.is¿ics (imp.getProcessor O , 1,
2'lt null).mean.'
28: bg.putPixelvalue (i, j,min) ;
29t Ì
30: )
31:
32: ImagePl-us bglmp = new ImageP-Lus{"Background Map", bg),'
33: bglmp. show O ;?Á. r

35:
36: ì
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1; iryort ij . r;
2: i-ryo¡t ij.process. -;
3: iryort ij.gui.r;
4: i-q)ort java.awt.*;
5: iDport. ij.plugin.';
6: iEport java.io.-;

9 : + tlti ¿-e-s a Kdrne annotation f i 7e :
1.0: + scales the pixef values èppropriate.l-v - usir?g inage centre of
II2 r 731.5, 4.5 end inage size o{ 2048x2048
12: * scales the RH 'Dy a facËor of -1000 (ciaosen so t¡e slr.Lìo-¿-ç
13: * !,?uJcl heve ä reasonebTe size)
1"4: * ¿rses Rerna ennoLation fiLe st,ntax and rvri¿es ¿o tåe results Hjndo!"'
15: t afËer progran exectDes, contents ôf the resuLts window
L6: t nay be savecì as an annoEatÍan fiTe
t'l z '/
18: ¡rublic class Make_RM_annoEat.ions iry1æents PIugIn {
19:
20:
2!: int imsize = 129;
at.

232 public void run(St.ring arg) {

252 double value;
261 ImagePl"us imp = ¡¡indo**anager. gelcurrentlmage ( ) ,'

2'1: ImageProcessor rm: imp.getProcessor()t
282 Imagestatistics j-s = new Imagestatistics0t
292
30: f,or(inÈ i:0; i<imSize; i++) {

31: for(int j:0; j<imSize; j++) t
32t
33: value = rn.geÈPixeLvalue(i,j);
34: if (value>-1000&va1ue<1000 ú& valuel-"o)
35: writeAnnFile lvalue, (double) i. (double) j ) ;
36: )
3'l: )
38:
39: )

40:
4Iz
42: void writeAnnFile(doul¡le value. double i, double j) {
43t doublel:0;
44t double b =. 0;
451
461 dou.ble l_ref = imSize,/?l;
47: double b_ref : imSize¡2,-
48: double degPerPix = (double) (20,18/imsize)*20/60i60ì
49: if (j.<I_ref) Ì = 134.5 + (l_ref-i)idegPerPix;
50: else I '-- 1-î4.5 - (i-l- ref ) rdegPerPix;

52: if (j<b_ref) b = 4.5 - (b_ref-j)*degPerPix;
53: e].seb=4.5+ (j-b_ref)*degPerPix;
54: String str: "",'
55: if(value>o) sLr - "color yelfow\n"+str+"CIRclE w "
56: +IJ-d2s(1,6) +" "+IJ.d2s(b,6) +" " +.value,/4000
5't:
58: else str = "color blue\n" + sÈr + "cBoX tI'
59: +lJ.dzs(f,6) +" " +IJ.dzs(b,6) +" "
60: {'vaLue,/4000 r'r' " i.value,/4000 1- " # " fvalue;
61: I.t.wxite (str) ;
62t )

63:
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64: /**
65: * Converts a String to a chattl
66: */
67t ct¡arl] s2ch (String str, int offset) {

68:
69: int j -= 0'
70: charll ch = nes chartstr,length0'),
71t for (int i: offset; i < sÈr..Length0r'offset; i+F) {

72t chlil : str.charAt(ji-+);
73: /'/ if Path t:.ses "\", rëDl.ace wi:-h't/"
74; if (ch[i] -'-- (char)t']x5c) ch[i] '= (char)ox2F;
'751 i'16; retun ch,'
11. I

79: I


